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ABSTRACT  
  
  

Originally conceived and propagated in the sixteenth century, the Faust myth 

endures as an often adapted story about a man’s ambitious folly. A morality tale about a 

foolhardy deal with the devil, the unique quality of the legend relates to the yearning 

quality of Faust’s ambitions, a striving nature meant to represent humanity’s own desire 

for what is beyond its means. Three specific adaptations interpret the core theme in 

unique, occasionally contradictory, ways: Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, one of 

the first adaptations of the Faust myth, brings Faustus’ plight onstage and crafts a world 

of ambiguous fates and doubting despair that reflect the conclusions of the original 

legend while providing the seeds of change that later works would develop; Johann 

Goethe’s Faust, a German masterpiece and the most well known adaptation, inverts the 

thrust of the Faust story by insisting on the positive nature of striving and subverts the 

original story’s bleak conclusions by providing dialectics instead of oppositions that 



 v 

allow Faust to err even while he strives; Mikhail Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita 

follows Goethe’s lead, yet does not adapt the story itself, instead opting to use a Faustian 

framework and alter its roles and components in order to illustrate the symbolic power of 

the Faust dynamic, the relation between striver, enabler and lover. These three distinct 

interpretations of the Faust myth maintain the story’s relevance by exploring its most 

pressing concern, Man’s striving, and reconsidering its import and influence on Man’s 

fate.  

  

                                          Nova Myhill 

                                          Division of Humanities  
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Introduction: To Strive or Not To Strive

The lasting significance of the Faust legend will surely again be recognized as deriving  
not from the theme of existential despair (which it shares with many other tales and  
myths), but from the paradox of self-limiting and even self-destroying aspiration which 
… the legend symbolizes with apparently unique distinction.

–Stuart Atkins, “Survey of the Faust Theme,” 585

Oswald Spengler, in his seminal work The Decline of the West, refers to modern 

western civilization as Faustian in nature. He believes the particular period of culture that 

we inhabit is driven by Faustian aspiration: “our art, our morals, our science, our politics 

– all that the west has contributed to the history of civilization is Faustian culture, 

Spengler contends” (Werres 1). This Faustian aspiration, Spengler asserts, is particularly 

defined by a yearning that drives our civilization forward, a striving that does not allow 

for idleness or contentment with the world it inherits; it is the root cause of all the ideas 

and creative activities that have developed in the West after medieval times. Faustian 

civilization, Spengler argues, has a restless will whose very dissatisfaction defines it.

In the realm of literature, the term Faustian relates to a text’s affiliation or allusion 

to the Faust myth or a component of it, such as the Faustian bargain. Whether the work 

accepts, rejects, or reshapes the details and conclusions of the Faust legend, the pertinent 

aspect of a Faustian work relates back to Spengler’s definition of the Faustian: a yearning 

for something that the limited world we inhabit cannot provide. Among the unique 

elements of the Faust myth, this remains the pivotal core that distinguishes the Faustian 

from other literary motifs. The three works to be discussed, Doctor Faustus, Faust and 

The Master and Margarita, all share a preoccupation with, and exhibit a unique take on, 

the concept of striving within the Faust myth.
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The Faust Myth: Reality and Legend

It is the very endurance and survival of the source text that enables the ongoing process 
of juxtaposed readings that are crucial to the cultural operations of adaptation 

–Julie Sanders, “Adaptation and Appropriation,” 25

The Faust story originates in the 1500’s, with varying historical accounts of 

people named Faustus or Faust as figures of devilish intention moving around Germany. 

Reports and documents of the time attribute a doctoral yet necromantic air to the 

historical Faust, often identified as either Georgius Sabellicus or Johann Faust. What 

makes Faust’s identity most elusive is what, ultimately, allowed a legend to form around 

him:

Faust’s vagrant life made him an elusive and mysterious figure whose 
supernatural attainments could neither be verified nor disproved, and he quickly 
became the protagonist of a modern magus myth. (Atkins, “Survey” 575)

The initial stories “[bore] a generic resemblance to stories told also of Simon Magus, 

Roger Bacon, Empedochles, Virgil and others” (Bevington and Rasmussen 4), which 

could have doomed these stories to contemporary irrelevance. Yet, it was the time period 

in which the Faust myths emerged that ensured the stories would coalesce and endure. 

More than anything else, the blending of ancient superstitions with then-contemporary 

concerns gave Faust’s story its endurance:

The story of the Renaissance charlatan (or self-deluding magus) became a 
conflation of folkloristic motifs of greater and lesser antiquity, all now attached to 
a recently contemporary exemplar of man damned for using forbidden powers. 
(Atkins, “Survey” 574)

The story itself was simple: Faust, an intellectual rejecting religion and embracing 

magic, makes a pact with Satan himself. This pact, sealed in blood and carefully 

stipulated, allowed Faust twenty four years of unlimited power and forbidden knowledge 
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in exchange for his eternal soul, to be collected at the end of this time period. For the 

remainder of his life, Faust exploits magic and spirits in service of his personal will and 

devious nature, pestering those that follow God while indulging his own base desires and 

intellectual proclivities. In the end, a fearful, remorseful Faust is carried away and torn 

apart by Satan’s spirits as they collect his soul. The damnation that Faust cannot escape is 

an important development that distinguishes this legend from others that came before:

Until after the Reformation … [the magus figure] regularly found redemption 
through contrition, penance, and good works even if he had signed away his soul 
in blood (a motif introduced in the thirteenth century) … If Faust was less 
fortunate than his precursors, the blame must be placed … on the religious schism 
that began with Luther. For those who obdurately clung to “false” doctrine there 
was now no alternative to eternal damnation. (Atkins, “Survey” 576)

The new religious divide was subtly fleshed out in the chapbook Historia von D. 

Johann Fausten, which was printed in Frankfurt by Johann Spies in 1587. The 

Faustbook, by merit of being the first printed source of the Faust myth, introduced 

pertinent details and specific episodes that subsequent works have carried on: the 

established history of Dr. Faustus’ studies in Wittenberg, the summoning of 

Mephistopheles, signing the contract in blood, the summoning of Helen of Troy, Faustus’ 

friends convening for a final farewell. The Faustbook, at the time, served “at once … as a 

cautionary tale and a book of marvels, a jestbook and a theological tract” (Levin 110), but 

little else; upon its translation, it sparked a process of adaptation that would ensure the 

Faust myth would become “generally considered one of the archetypal manifestations of 

modern Western experience and … come to symbolize humankind’s quest for ever 

greater knowledge and understanding” (Werres 2).
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Marlowe, Goethe and Bulgakov

A myth is never transported wholesale into its new context; it undergoes its own 
metamorphoses in the process. Myth is continuously evoked, altered, and reworked,  
across cultures, and across generations.   

-Julie Sanders, “Adaptation and Appropriation,” 64

Although Faustbooks remained a popular form in the transmission of the Faust 

myth, it was Christopher Marlowe’s The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus that 

transformed the story’s dramatic possibilities into a fully realized literary treatment. The 

text itself remains an object of some discussion: scholars argue over two possible dates 

and two possible texts that elude attempts at permanent definition; few dispute the play’s 

merit as the first true artistic treatment of the Faust myth. The English chapbook, 

published in 1592, provided “a wealth of material to which [Marlowe] could turn for the 

substance of virtually all the scenes in his play” (Bevington and Rasmussen 4); it was 

Marlowe’s treatment of ambition and integration of ambiguity, however, that realized a 

more complex Faustus and turned the stage into an arena of oppositions and dualistic 

conflicts. He fulfilled this by providing conflicting worldviews, which make it unclear 

whether Faustus’ fate is something that remains under his control, and by unsettling 

formerly static elements of the Faust myth, such as the nature of Faustus’ ambition.

Doctor Faustus would remain a popular play in England for many years after its 

initial performance, eventually finding its way to Germany via traveling players as early 

as 1608. The German people immediately took a liking to Marlowe’s drama and began 

adapting his work:
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Translated, adapted, and much garbled and debased in the process, it was still 
recognizably Marlowe’s Dr Faustus that enjoyed such great popularity on the 
stage in Germany throughout the seventeenth and the greater part of the 
eighteenth century, and from the later seventeenth century onward also as a 
puppet play. (Mason 4)

It was in the form of a puppet play that a young Johann Wolfgang von Goethe probably 

first came across the story of Faustus. Yet, by this point in time, the Faust legend had 

been relegated to the position of a quaint fairy tale, and it was drifting off into 

irrelevance. However, in 1759, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing published an essay denouncing 

French adaptations and insisting that a specifically German theme be embraced to forge a 

unique German theater; the essay would ensure that a re-appropriation of the Faust myth 

would take place:

Lessing’s defence [sic] of Faust in 1759 was … in a considerable measure 
responsible for the astonishing way in which from about 1770 onward so many 
younger writers, especially of the Storm and Stress generation, adopted Faust as 
the hero for ambitious literary plans of their own, treating the legend … no longer 
naively or literally, but symbolically. (Mason 9)

After a lifetime of work, Goethe published the two-part Faust: A Tragedy, a 

radical re-assessment of the Faust myth more distinguished by its differences than its 

similarities to either the original story or Marlowe’s adaptation. In Faust, every important 

element of the Faust paradigm is re-interpreted: Faust’s ambition and yearning become 

positive forces; the Faustian bargain becomes a wager that ensures Mephistopheles’ aid 

while providing the possibility, and realization, of Faust’s ultimate salvation; the 

Gretchen tragedy introduces a new aspect to Faust’s striving and a new participant in the 

Faust myth. Goethe’s “transmutation of morality play into symbolic drama” (Atkins, 

“Survey” 579), shapes future perceptions of the Faust myth: it remains the quintessential 
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Faustian drama to this day, even as the Faust theme continues to be understood more 

popularly in Marlowe’s terms. “Goethe changed not only what the Faust legend 

represents, but also how it represents” (Brown, Theater of the World 25); in doing so, 

Faust came to embody German literature “in a way that no single text of the English 

tradition has ever had to embody [an] entire culture” (Brown, The German Tragedy 11), 

and solidified the Faust myth’s presence in popular and literary culture for centuries to 

come.

Goethe’s Faust renewed interest in the Faust theme in the 19th century and 

adaptations of Faust, particularly in the world of music, quickly followed. Two well 

known musical adaptations of the period were Hector Berlioz’s music drama, The 

Damnation of Faust (1846), and Charles Gounod’s opera, Faust (1859). While both 

“Berlioz and Gounod restricted themselves to the romantic love story of the first part of 

the tragedy” (Bacon 204), their work resonated with anyone who had read Goethe’s 

original and captured the attention of Russian playwright Mikhail Bulgakov. Throughout 

his novels, Bulgakov shares his regard for and fascination with Faust:

In his first novel, The White Guard, Bulgakov tells us that Faust (he speaks of the 
opera) "is absolutely immortal." And in his last, unfinished novel, A Theatrical  
Story, Bulgakov recreates the atmosphere of the first one by mentioning the music 
of Faust. He also tells us that his hero is saved from suicide, because a voice 
singing Faust's part in the First Act reaches him from another room. (Stenbock-
Fermor 310)

However, Bulgakov’s last complete novel, The Master and Margarita, actually 

appropriates Goethe’s developments to the Faust myth, adding meaning and resonance to 

his own story. 
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Although not a retelling of the Faust story, The Master and Margarita takes the 

Faustian elements in a different direction than the directions taken in either Goethe’s or 

Marlowe’s work.  Bulgakov reassigns and inverts previously established roles and 

emphasizes the importance of a setting’s effect on Faustian aspiration. The Master and 

Margarita can be read without acknowledging these allusions, though the reader benefits 

from full comprehension of its Faustian framework:

The consistent and explicit evocation of the Faustian subtext not only complicates 
the novel at every turn, it also contributes what is perhaps the most powerful 
impression of all … a radical gesture against a modern age in which the human 
will and its creative potential have become submerged almost beyond retrieval. 
(Barratt 301-302)

Bulgakov, producing his novel amidst growing paranoia and the strict censorship of 

Soviet Russia, ensures his concerns about authority and cowardice are given most 

prominent attention; when he appropriates Faust, he does it in a way that suits his themes 

and concerns, while never ignoring the myth’s power to layer new implication on his 

work’s subversion of authority. Although never explicitly mentioned in the text, the Faust 

legend underlines the conceptual underpinnings of a work that remains otherwise 

independent of this source.  The Master and Margarita perhaps best illustrates the 

symbolic power of the Faust myth through the absence of the Faust narrative within the 

work.
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Re-telling a tale: Adaptation and Appropriation

The ‘rewrite’, be it in the form of novel, play, poem or film, invariably transcends mere  
imitation, serving instead in the capacity of incremental literature … adding, 
supplementing, improvising, innovating. The aim is not replication as such, but rather  
complication, expansion rather than contraction.

-Julie Sanders, “Adaptation and Appropriation,” 12

It is important to clarify what and how these authors borrow from or alter the 

Faust legend. The concepts of adaptation and appropriation, and the distinction between 

them, must be taken into account. An adaptation can be defined as having “a close 

relationship with the informing source text” (Sanders 26), and usually intends to update, 

comment on or create analogies to the initial source. An appropriation can also perform 

these functions, but it usually strays even further than an adaptation since it can move 

“away from the informing source into a wholly new cultural product and domain” 

(Sanders 26) without losing relevance. Appropriations may fail to openly acknowledge a 

direct connection with the source text and may not always return to the concerns of the 

source, but they benefit from an expansion of meaning and depth when intertextuality is 

demonstrated.  As such, Marlowe’s play is an adaptation, while Goethe and Bulgakov 

both appropriate from the myth in their own distinct manners. 

Myth requires adaptation or appropriation in order to endure, and the Faust myth 

is no different.  Since a culture’s traditional narratives can “never be transported 

wholesale into [a] new context” (Sanders 64) at the risk of losing relevance, an enduring 

myth requires that its stories transform along with the culture. However, this constant 

process of reinterpretation lends longevity to myths and legends: since “myth is 

continuously evoked, altered, and reworked, across cultures, and across generations,” it 
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can regain immediacy without losing the thematic core that grants a story its power 

(Sanders 65). The author can then adapt or appropriate a myth to continue its 

propagation, but also imbue his or her own work with a clear theme or new dimensions:

Mythic paradigms provide the reader or spectator with a series of familiar 
reference points and a set of expectations which [the author] can rely upon as an 
instructive shorthand, while simultaneously exploiting, twisting, and relocating 
them in newly creative ways, and in newly resonant contexts. (Sanders 81)

By embracing the Faustian paradigm, these three distinct works implement the dual 

function that the transmission of myth requires: they use the myth to introduce a familiar 

thematic context while providing the myth renewed relevance and further propagation.

Striving and Ambition: The Devil to Pay
     
A worthy soul through the dark urge within it
Is well aware of the appointed course.
 –Goethe’s Faust. 328-3291

At the very core of the Faust myth exist a series of relationships that define a 

Faustian paradigm: the Faust figure in relation to his desires; the Faust figure in relation 

to the devil figure; the Faust figure in relation to the world he inhabits and the fate it  

affords him. The core force of the story, however, begins with the first relationship, 

between Faust and his ambitions. By virtue of the mythic and cautionary nature of the 

Faust legend, this core relationship reflects and comments on Man’s2 own ambitions and 

desires. As Spengler would argue, this ambition that yields acts of striving is ingrained 

into identity among Western civilization. Yet, the trajectory of the Faust narrative quickly 

1 Instances from Goethe’s Faust follow line numbers from Faust  : Norton Critical Edition.   
2 Man, in capitalized form, will be used to refer to mankind and humanity as a whole.
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establishes that unbridled striving results in an unfair bargain and in our inevitable self-

destruction.

As a driving force of our identity, striving and its consequences remain a salient 

concern in the modern mind: the desire to strive beyond our setting, our means, and our 

reality is strong enough that we must confront the lengths to which this desire helps or 

hinders us. The Faust myth reflects our confrontation with this deep seated urge: it seeks 

answers in dark places, as the urge itself may come from a dark impulse; it turns to the 

most ancient of Man’s adversaries, as he may be the only one willing to upset the 

established order along with us; it ends in tragedy because, perhaps, that is all such lofty 

desires can end in.

Striving, as the crucial core of the Faust myth, must be contextualized when an 

author wishes to adapt the Faust legend. In Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, Marlowe takes 

the first steps needed to break from the constraints of the Faust narrative itself and 

introduces ambiguity, doubt and the paralyzing force of despair as strong thematic 

elements guaranteeing Faustus’s damnation. In Goethe’s Faust, Faust is liberated from 

the paralysis of oppositions in order to arrive at the redeeming, perpetual motion 

established by the many dialectics within Goethe’s new story. In Bulgakov’s The Master 

and Margarita, the Faust paradigm is re-assembled, complicated and inverted in order to 

associate our understanding of striving with our relation to setting and authority. All three 

works adapt and appropriate while conserving a common interest in the core idea of 

striving, its purport in the Faust story and its bearing on Faust’s fate. This theme, a 

reflection of our own inescapable desires and the doubts they raise, remains the Faust 
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myth’s most vital concern: it lends the Faust legend its enduring relevance, since it is an 

anxiety we, as members of Western civilization, have confronted and will continue to 

confront for as long as striving and restless ambition continue to define us. 
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“Sinnerman, where you gunna run to?”: Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, 
Dualism and Despair

It may well be, in spite of Marlowe’s narrower range and less philosophical outlook, that  
he grasped the core of his subject more objectively and with a keener awareness of [the 
Faust legend’s] implications; that … he appreciated the hazards and pangs of free-
thinking.  

- Harry Levin, The Overreacher, 134

Christopher Marlowe’s The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus remains one of 

the playwright’s most popular plays, yet also one of his most controversial: aside from 

the existence of two texts and two possible dates of performance, it presents scholars with 

numerous ambiguities, not least of which is the character of Faustus himself. In the 

original Faust myth, Faustus is characterized as selfishly driven, susceptible to pleasure 

and fervently seeking forbidden knowledge and power; in Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, it 

is hard to determine whether Faustus is intended to resemble other Marlovian 

protagonists “like Tamburlaine … a person of humble origins who dares to assert his 

individual will in defiance of the gods” (Bevington and Rasmussen 22), or if Faustus’ 

striving “cannot finally be detached from [his] secondary motives[:] … the will to power 

and the appetite for sensation” (Levin 110). Marlowe’s main source, The History of the  

damnable life, and deserved death of Doctor John Faustus, maintains its portrayal of 

Faustus close to the original legend, presenting a man whose desires overwhelm all 

reasonable action and whose opposition of the Christian worldview prohibits redemption. 

Marlowe takes it upon himself to introduce ambiguity and a dichotomy of opposition that 

calls many of the Faust myth’s assumptions into question, while never necessarily 

rejecting them. Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, in addressing the concept of striving, 
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complicates main elements of the Faust myth (Faustian ambition, the Faustian bargain, 

Faustus’ damnation) by introducing conflict and ambiguity where certainty had 

previously been established; it allows Marlowe to demonstrate how striving becomes 

despair and assures damnation, yet also opens the Faust story to future alterations while 

faithfully adapting it.

Conflicts: Interpretation, Dates, Texts, Sources

Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus continues to be involved in healthy critical debate, 

with discussion centering around the nature of the Christian world that Marlowe presents 

and the character of Faustus himself. Orthodox critics believe that God’s judgment in the 

play reflects Marlowe’s, that he damns Faustus for his selfish ambitions; humanist critics 

point to the ambivalence in the text emphasizing the tragedy of Faustus, whose 

determined assertion of his personal will faces unfair limitations, as Marlowe’s true 

intent. The debate’s endurance indicates how impossible it may be to choose a side:

The very persistence of rival interpretations of Doctor Faustus as orthodox and as 
heterodox would seem to suggest that neither can invalidate the other, and that 
both are to an important extent ‘true’. (Bevington and Rasmussen 31)

This insolubility makes some scholars question the consistency of the text; however, 

exploring the conflicting dichotomies of the world Marlowe presents onstage, others 

realize that the play, “through its endless uncertainties, re-enacts the mood of doubt and 

questioning that afflicts the mind of Faustus” (Bevington and Rasmussen 30). Conflicting 

interpretations, therefore, are to be anticipated when resolution is expected of the text,  

regardless of the deliberate absence of a clear resolution.

13
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Discussion continues over the text’s date of production. The distinction 

determines whether:

Marlowe followed up … Tamburlaine with a more dispirited anatomy of ambition 
foiled by its own dark energies or [if] he waited until after The Jew of Malta and 
Edward II … to give the world his most mature and exalted vision of tragic waste. 
(Bevington and Rasmussen 3)

Debate also persists over two different versions of the text: The A-text, first printed in 

1604 and containing 36 lines absent in the other version, and the B-text, first printed in 

1616 and containing 676 lines omitted in the A-text. It does not aid the scholar that “the 

two versions of Doctor Faustus are so different as to leave doubt as to what Marlowe 

really wrote” (Bakeless 275).

More thorough discussions on these arguments can be found elsewhere.3 For the 

purpose of this thesis, however, a conclusion can be brought about by merit of one issue: 

the influence of the Faustbook. This means that while:

Two dates vie for our attention, one c. 1588-1589 and one c. 1592 … the case for 
a date in 1592 rests chiefly on the publication date of Marlowe’s chief source … 
The History of the damnable life, and deserved death of Doctor John Faustus. 
(Bevington and Rasmussen 2)

This English translation, of the German chapbook Historia von D. Johann Fausten  

originally printed in 1587, is a pivotal component to the discussion of Marlowe’s Doctor  

Faustus: as a source and as a counterpoint, too. Although the issues of date of 

performance and original text are separate, the A-text can be given priority because 

3 David Bevington and Eric Rasmussen’s discussion in the Introduction to The Revels Plays: Doctor 
Faustus is the most accessible and fairly up to date discussion on several disputed issues, including dates; 
John Bakeless’ discussion in The Tragicall History of Christopher Marlowe Vol. 1 is the most thorough 
discussion of the differences between A-text and B-text and Marlowe’s sources.
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“where the two texts report similar incidents , the A-text gives a more reliable account … 

of the playwright’s chief source, the Damnable Life” (Bevington and Rasmussen 65).4

The English Faustbook, known as The History of the damnable life, and deserved  

death of Doctor John Faustus, provides the basic narrative that Marlowe’s Doctor  

Faustus follows. The text, like the play, establishes Faustus’ early academic life first, 

describing his intellect and talent and foreshadowing his later actions: 

Doctor Faustus within short time after he had obtained his degree, fell into such 
fantasies and deep cogitations, that … sometimes he would throw the Scriptures 
from him as though he had no care of his former profession: so that he began a 
very ungodly life … [W]ithout a doubt he was passing wise, and excellent perfect 
in the holy scriptures … but Faustus threw all this in the wind, and made his soul 
of no estimation, regarding more his worldly pleasure than the joys to come. 
(Damnable Life 58-59)

The chapbook’s Faustus constitutes a man who not only abandons religion, but who 

shows an open disdain and, in later incidents, an aggressive attitude towards Christian 

belief. This suggests a more perceivably selfish and condemnable figure in the 

Faustbook, whose unassailable desire and hunger for knowledge prove his undoing.

The subsequent narrative of the Faustbook is closely followed by Doctor Faustus, 

from Faustus’ summoning of Mephistopheles,5 “his contract with the devil and his 

inquiries into the secrets of the universe, his adventuresome travels and magical 

demonstrations,” and most importantly, “his despair and damnation” (Bevington and 

Rasmussen 5). Aside from its role as the first printed version, the Faustbook manifests 

4 All textual references to the play will come from the A-text version in “The Revels Play” edition. All 
references to the Faustbook will be cited as Damnable Life. 
5 Although referred to as “Mephistophilis” in the original A-text, Bevington and Rasmussen opt to 
standardize the name with the more well-known spelling in their edition of the work. For the purposes of 
consistency, this thesis will follow suit.
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despair as a pre-occupation in the Faust legend; it presents despair as symptomatic of 

Faustus’ damned state, having to do with his lack of faith:

In this perplexity lay this miserable Doctor Faustus, having quite forgot his faith 
in Christ, never falling to repentance truly, thereby to attain the grace and holy 
Spirit of God again … although he had made [Mephistopheles] a promise, yet he 
might have remembered through true repentance sinners come again into the 
favour of God … But he was in all his opinions doubtful, without faith or hope, 
and so he continued. (Damnable Life 72)

A direct link between the Faustbook and Doctor Faustus occurs later in the text, when 

Faustus’s friends “repeated unto him [to ask for repentance], yet it could take no hold, but 

even as Cain he also said his sins were greater than God was able to forgive” (Damnable 

Life 140). This sentiment of being beyond God’s grace is re-enacted in Doctor Faustus, 

when Faustus states that his “offence can ne’er be pardoned. The serpent that tempted 

Eve may be saved, but not Faustus” (V.ii.15-16); though the biblical figures change, the 

sentiment of vain despair is the same. Marlowe’s play revises where the despair 

introduced by the Faustbook is rooted and how it is created in the first place.

Morality Tradition and Ambiguous Worldviews

The narrative from the Faustbook serves as a textual source, but Marlowe’s use of 

the Morality play tradition aids him in exploring concepts of duality in an idiom familiar  

to the audience. The Morality play tradition, emerging in the 15 th and 16th Century as a 

further development of the Medieval Mystery play, consisted of tragedies that dealt with 

“man's need of salvation and whose essence was the presentation of man as Mankind, 

Homo, Humanum Genus, Everyman, and as the hero of [the] play” (Craig 67). Although 

“there were at hand various ways of looking at the general career of sinful man on earth” 
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(Craig 67), the only necessity in the tradition was a central concern with salvation and an 

allegorical representation of humanity as the protagonist. Several motifs present in 

Doctor Faustus reflect components developed in the Morality tradition:

The soul-struggle, the opposition of Good Angel and Evil Angel, the temptation to 
evil that is both comic and serious, the contrast between Faustus and the 
exemplary figure of the Old man, [and] the oscillation between comic depravity 
and homiletic edification. (Bevington and Rasmussen 9)

Primarily, the tradition helped imbue Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus with a sense of 

alternation and symmetry that fit the play’s preoccupation with oppositions and 

vacillation. 

The constant placement of the characters into pairs provides several instances in 

the play that reflect the Morality tradition’s influence. The clearest pair is Faustus and 

Mephistopheles, but there are also parallels between Faustus and Wagner that imply that 

“[Wagner’s] essential relationship to Faustus is one of personified contrast between satire 

and tragedy” (Bevington 254). Later, the character of the Old man acts as a moral 

opposite to Faustus, contrasting his sin and damnation against the Old man’s virtue and 

hope for grace. The quarreling Angels, too, come to present Faustus’ inner struggle in a 

more immediate fashion. Pairings are never arbitrary: Marlowe sets up pairs so that 

certain contrasts and comparisons surface to keep the atmosphere of conflict and 

dichotomies present at all times; since the pairing contrasts with Faustus’ isolation 

whenever he is left alone, it helps identify the internal struggle unfolding within Faustus 

as something often externalized on stage. Goethe fleshes out this intuition when referring 

to Faust’s ‘two souls,’ their conflicting nature and their eventual externalization in Faust, 

but the idea first takes root in Marlowe’s play.
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Morality plays also exhibited “a mixture of high seriousness and debased practical 

joking [that] was an integral product of the Elizabethan popular stage” (Bevington 252). 

Although present in both the Morality tradition and in episodes of the Faustbook itself, 

scholars often find the comedic elements to be intrusive and apart from Marlowe’s tragic 

narrative. David Bevington ably addresses the issue:

It is because the detachment … created [by the comedic scenes] interferes with 
our complete identification with Faustus, that many critics find the tragic catharsis 
to be confused and incomplete. Nonetheless, the comic method has its value in the 
moral drama of example. We are meant to laugh at evil as well as fear it. Like the 
heroes of all vice “comedy,” Faustus is intended to be admirable and yet 
depraved. (Bevington 253)

The alternations between laughter and fear, admiration and scorn, and virtue and 

depravity impede, as Bevington points out, the formation of definite conclusions or 

expected meanings. If the tragic catharsis is what one seeks, comedic elements can only 

serve as intrusions; the vacillation, however, conforms with Marlowe’s oppositional 

motif, where conflict between two elements creates an alternation that lends ambiguity to 

the play. Marlowe uses this alternation to problematize the Faust myth’s most basic 

assumptions; in particular, the uncertain Christian worldview that Marlowe enshrouds 

Faustus in, where conflicting beliefs about salvation and God’s grace cause doubt as to 

one’s fate make the fault for his damnation harder to attribute.

The prologue to Doctor Faustus sets up the world Faustus inhabits as a Christian 

one, where Man’s soul is caught in the struggle between God and Satan. However, 

Marlowe crafts the world in reflection of an argument dividing many believers of his 

time: Protestant and Pre-Reformation conceptions of Christianity. Although not initially 

apparent, “both Calvinist and anti-Calvinist views are sustained throughout the [play’s] 
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action” (Pinciss 259). Having this dichotomy complicates the whole play and the 

protagonist’s struggle, since “the tension between what could be and what actually takes 

place is the primary source of conflict in Faustus’ spiritual biography” (Bevington 251). 

Not knowing whether Faustus’ fate has been determined or remains in his control is a 

large part of his internal struggle and is reflected in the conflict between these 

worldviews.

God’s grace often refers to God's gifts to humankind: life, creation, and, more 

commonly, salvation and the means by which Man is granted these gifts. The Catholic, 

and general Christian, belief in salvation contended that grace was given by God to those 

that accepted Jesus Christ as savior; therefore, repentance and salvation are possible as 

long as one pledges faith in Jesus, even if it were moments before one’s death. The 

Calvinist view of salvation, revolving around the “basic paradoxes of Christianity, the 

limitations of human reason, the great gap between man’s sin and God’s grace” (Rivers 

106), alters this central belief. Calvinism, like other forms of Protestantism, believes that 

man’s nature was inherently corrupt and that “unaided, man is incapable of 

righteousness” (Rivers 107); therefore, our actions were largely irrelevant because “God 

predestinates a few to salvation, not because of their merit but out of his free grace” 

(Rivers 108). It is a Christian system that removes control from us and allows us no 

knowledge of our fate, since God’s will is unknown to us and all we can do is speculate 

as to our state of grace. Repentance, given such importance in the Catholic system and 

the Morality drama tradition, is immaterial if our fate is pre-ordained. The anxiety that  
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such a worldview instilled in believers led to ardent disputes in the sixteenth century 

between the Catholic and the Calvinist systems.

In 16th century England, few places were as heavily mired in this debate as 

Cambridge, where Marlowe attended college:

Cambridge in the later 1580s was the battlefield on which the Calvinist and anti-
Calvinist advocates played out their strategies and the young Marlowe was surely 
an impressionable witness. (Pinciss 249)

Marlowe’s direct exposure to both sides of the argument surely left its mark, allowing 

him a greater perspective and detached attitude regarding the debate. It was an invaluable 

experience, regardless of Marlowe’s stance on religion in general, since “nowhere in 

England was the extreme Calvinist position held more dogmatically or challenged more 

vigorously than at Cambridge” (Honderich 5). In Doctor Faustus, Marlowe subtly 

elucidates this argument over Man’s salvation by arranging the appearance of two 

separate Christian worldviews that the play never invalidates and, thus, places Faustus in 

a world caught in conflict. Although both Goethe and Bulgakov complicate their 

character’s striving through setting and worldview, Marlowe embraces and maintains 

opposing perspectives in order to emphasize Faustus’ plight.

Doctor Faustus: False Beliefs

Doctor Faustus begins with the Chorus delivering a monologue that serves to 

construct a basic framework with which to judge the events of the play; it also misleads 

by simplifying a worldview that the play soon complicates. Importantly, the Chorus 

introduces Faustus as a talented theologian:
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Chorus. So soon he profits in divinity,
The fruitful plot of scholarism graced,
That shortly he was graced with doctor’s name … [Emphasis mine] 
(Prologue 15-17)

Marlowe’s word choice above, and the subsequent description of how Faustus falls “to a 

devilish exercise” and is “glutted” (Prologue 23-24) with learning toward magic, “which 

he prefers before his chiefest bliss” (Prologue 27), all imply a Christian worldview before 

the subject is explicitly broached. In addition, Faustus is portrayed as knowledgeable and 

well-informed on the subject of theology, making his future conclusions all the more 

worthy of attention.

During the play’s first scene, Faustus debates which branch of learning best suits 

him, soon discarding each area as inadequate for his ambitions. He dismisses logic, since 

“[if] to dispute well [is] logic’s chiefest end … thou hast attained the end” (I.i.8-10); 

medicine is insufficient because it cannot raise the dead or give eternal life; he esteems 

the law as “a mercenary drudge who aims at nothing but external trash—too servile and 

illiberal” (I.i.34-36). When Faustus arrives at divinity, he takes two different lines from 

the Bible to construct his conclusion:

Faustus. Why then belike we must sin,
And so consequently die.
Ay, we must die an everlasting death.
What will be, shall be? Divinity, adieu! (I.i.46-50)  

Faustus considers himself above these fields of study, but finds in magic that “a world … 

of power, of honour, of omnipotence, is promised to the studious artisan!” (I.i.55-57). 

Thus, Marlowe traces Faustus’ journey away from traditional learning and towards 

necromancy, providing an adequate construction of Faustus’ ambitious nature along the 
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way. Faustus’ dismissal of Christianity, however, reveals more about him and the play’s 

intentions than initial impressions may convey, since “Faustus’ syllogism betrays … the 

foreshadowing of an attitude of mind that will gradually lead him to the sin of despair. It 

is … the real point of his fall from God” (Cole 73).

Faustus’ syllogism is a blatant misunderstanding of General Christian doctrine, an 

almost deliberate undermining of God’s grace and ability to forgive. Faustus’ statement 

would be clearly understood as a misinterpretation on his part: most members of the 

audience would be familiar with the original lines from the Bible and they would be 

aware of Faustus’ grievous mistake. The lines he reads come from two different 

instances, Romans and I John. The first line Faustus reads is: “the reward of sin is death” 

(I.i.41); the second line is given as: “If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, 

and there’s no truth in us” (I.i.44-45). The mistake is not just that Faustus misquotes the 

lines, but that he omits the rest of each thought and attains his conclusion only by 

neglecting the full text. The full Romans text reads: “for the wages of sin is death, but the 

gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord” (The Geneva Bible: 1560 

Edition Romans vi.23); the complete line in I John states: “if we say we have no sin, we 

deceive ourselves, and truth is not in us. If we acknowledge our sins, he is faithful and 

just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness” (The Geneva Bible: 

1560 Edition I John i.8-9). 

Faustus, however, was established in the prologue as well-versed in theology, 

which makes ignorance an unlikely reason for the misinterpretation. Something to reflect 
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on is not whether Faustus is assuming the correct conclusion, but if something is being 

expressed by his omissions: 

[Faustus’ syllogism] offer[s] the sinner little hope of salvation within a 
predestined metaphysic. In both cases, the doctrinally softer, antithetical 
alternatives to the harsh message of the verses Faustus quotes are left out. But to 
what end? (Streete 142)

The syllogism’s bleak conclusion establishes an extreme Protestant perspective, where 

Man cannot help but sin and is guaranteed damnation. The troubling aspect of this 

misconception is that the Calvinist worldview the statement introduces is never refuted: 

Faustus’ omission is never proven to be a false belief within the play’s world. The 

conflict between Protestant and Pre-Reformation views on salvation happens on stage, 

introduced by Faustus and never disputed but not refuted, either. Despite all the external 

signs and pleading for Faustus to repent, there is little indication that grace could even be 

given if he repented. For instance, just at the moment where Faustus implores that Christ 

“seek to save distressed Faustus’ soul” (II.iii.83), the only presence that arrives is that of 

Lucifer and his retinue. He states that “Christ cannot save thy soul, for he is just” 

(II.iii.84), making the connotation explicit: Faustus cannot turn to God, because God’s 

verdict is set.

Although the implication of a pre-determined fate is clear, presences such as the 

Good Angel and the Old Man offer dissenting opinions that are not refuted either. One of 

the reasons Faustus’ syllogism is important to consider is because, while it cannot provide 

a correct conclusion, it provides a possibility that is never explicitly denied. This 

atmosphere of ambiguity, along with a dichotomy of reality and possibility that help 

create it, are Doctor Faustus’ primary contributions to the lineage of Faust 
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interpretations. Whereas the Faustbook establishes definite roles and relationships, 

Marlowe adapts them while adding an element of inversion or revision that later authors, 

such as Goethe or Bulgakov, fully realize. Although Marlowe follows the same narrative 

and draws the same conclusions as the Faust myth, Doctor Faustus slightly alters many 

Faustian elements; it sets a precedent of interpretation that, while indirectly followed by 

the works discussed later, directly affects many subsequent versions of the legend.

Faustian Facets Adapted

The element of Faustian ambition, as previously discussed, is complicated by the 

split between Faustus’ nobler and baser desires. He enumerates many of these desires in 

the first scene: of having spirits “perform what desperate enterprise [he] will” (I.i.83), 

such as “read [him] strange philosophy” (I.i.88), or “fill the public schools with silk, 

wherewith the students shall be bravely clad” (I.i.92-93), or allow him to “reign sole king 

in all our provinces” (I.i.96). The statements, a jarring combination of “absurd egotism … 

mixed with intellectual and humanitarian impulses” (Sewall 64), characterize the 

ambition of Faustus’ early scenes; in later scenes, it becomes clear that Faustus’ desire for 

“a world of profit and delight / Of power, of honour, of omnipotence” (I.i.55-56) exceeds 

any humanist ambitions that may have existed before signing the contract. His striving, 

while potentially pointing in the right direction at first, becomes the egotistic desire that  

leads Faustus to damnation, the same act of self-destruction that the Faustbook originally 

portrays.
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Marlowe’s play alters some important facets of the Faust story, but then concludes 

by emulating the myth’s original development. If this is the case, why present the initial 

shifts at all? The contrasts, while momentary, serve to create ambiguity but not to sustain 

it: Faustian elements return to their original outcome, but no longer retain their original  

significance because of the initial ambiguity. Now, when Faustus’ vain pursuits are all 

that linger within him, awareness of his initial potential for a nobler sort of striving 

remains; in the Faustbook, no such contrast is ever present within Faustus. Aside from 

reinforcing the atmosphere of ambiguity, the wavering of these Faustian elements begins 

to loose them from the presumptions established by the myth and emphasized by the 

Faustbook, while not yet altering them: we can sympathize with Faustus, although he 

can’t be saved; Mephistopheles undermines his demonic lineage for a few moments, but 

no longer. These and other instances provide the groundwork for future appropriating 

works; in Marlowe’s play, it allows new developments to subtly unfold while still 

arriving at the same conclusions.

The undermining of expected roles and relationships even affects the Faustian 

bargain. Mephistopheles, in the Faustbook, is portrayed as a tempter that aids Faustus 

only in order to obtain his soul; Mephistopheles is summoned by Faustus himself (who 

signs the demonic pact out of his own desire) and serves him with rarely a word of 

dissent. In Doctor Faustus, although a great display is made of Faustus’ summoning of 

the demonic spirit, Mephistopheles arrives through no deliberate act of Faustus: 
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Faustus. Did not [Lucifer] charge thee to appear to me?
Mephistopheles. No, I came now hither of mine own accord.
Faustus. Did not my conjuring speeches raise thee? Speak.
Mephistopheles. That was the cause, but yet per accidens.

For when we hear one rack the name of God,
Abjure the Scriptures and his Saviour Christ,
We fly in hope to get his glorious soul,
Nor will we come unless he use such means
Whereby he is in danger to be damned. (I.iii.44-52)

His presence, then, has more to do with Faustus’ desire than with Faustus’ incantations: 

Faustus’ incantation correlates to his damned state, but does not cause the actual 

summoning; Mephistopheles, under the guise of servitude, remains in control of his own 

appearance, despite what Faustus believes. Mephistopheles then undermines his expected 

role of tempter by attempting to discourage Faustus’ damnation. He describes hell and 

warns Faustus: 

Mephistopheles. Think’st thou that I, that saw the face of God
And tasted the eternal joys of heaven,
Am not tormented with ten thousand hells
In being deprived of everlasting bliss?
O Faustus, leave these frivolous demands,
Which strike a terror into my fainting soul! (I.iii.83-84)

Betraying his original role, Mephistopheles wishes to prevent Faustus’ fate and offers him 

an opportunity to abandon his misguided pursuit. 

Mephistopheles temporarily abandons his appointed function to offer Faustus the 

sobering facts of experience; yet, Faustus, overwhelmed by his selfish desires and self-

aggrandizing ambitions, disregards Mephistopheles’ aid in favor of appeasing his own 

vanity:
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Faustus. What, is great Mephistopheles so passionate
For being deprived of the joys of heaven?
Learn thou of Faustus manly fortitude,
And scorn these joys thou never shalt possess. (I.iii.85-88)

Faustus’ striving, however misguided it has become by this point, is the motivating factor 

that causes the Faustian bargain to take place and propels Faustus to his ultimate fate. 

After the bargain, Mephistopheles fully resumes his original role as tempter and provides 

Faustus with one final idea to consider before returning to his ensnaring servitude:

Mephistopheles. Hell hath no limits, nor is circumscribed
In one place, for where we are is hell,
And where hell is must we ever be 
…

Faustus. Come, I think hell’s a fable.
Mephistopheles. Ay, think so still, till experience change they mind. (II.i.124-131)

The concept of hell inhabiting the sinner transforms hell into a personal and internal 

experience as opposed to just an external reality. As Faustus becomes further and further 

embroiled in his own doubt and despair, Mephistopheles’ warning gains resonance and 

informs Faustus’ final tragic moments.

Faustus’ final monologue at the end of Act V, Scene ii, encapsulates his dilemma 

and expands on his earlier statement, “I do repent, and yet I do despair” (V.i.64). Faustus, 

the sole presence onstage, begins externalizing his inner turmoil; the audience sees what 

he sees and feels what he feels, the painful struggle of a man being torn apart. Unlike in 

the Faustbook, Faustus seeks some opportunity at redemption: he implores for the blood 

of Christ, which he sees spilled on the firmament, to save him; he attempts to leap to God 

only to emphatically ask “Who pulls me down?” (V.ii.77). Still, no respite is given to 

Faustus, and he witnesses as God,
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Stretcheth out his arm and bends his ireful brows!
Mountains and hills, come, come and fall on me,
And hide me from the heavy wrath of God! (V.ii.83-85)

God’s harsh judgment seems unabated, no matter how much Faustus approaches the idea 

of requesting repentance. When he finally screams out “My God, my God, look not so 

fierce on me” (V.ii.120), before being taken away by devils, Faustus’ damnation does not 

carry the satisfaction of righteous retribution one receives from the Faustbook’s 

damnation. Following Faustus’ agony in the last moments of the play reinforces the 

importance of his internal struggle and how it interacts with his desire to strive, turning 

ambitious striving into inescapable despair.

At one moment during the monologue, Faustus attempts to place the blame for his 

predicament:

Faustus. Curst be the parents that engendered me!
No, Faustus, curse thyself. Curse Lucifer,
That hath deprived thee of the joys of heaven. (V.ii.113-115)

This vacillation is typical of Faustus’ uncertainty, reflecting his constant inability to 

accept the responsibility for rejection of God. Faustus’ doubt as to whether or not he can 

be saved starts with the syllogism he creates in his internal world, but is exacerbated by 

the amount of faith he initially places on his striving. This alternation is most explicit  

before he signs the contract with Mephistopheles and has to dissuade himself from 

turning back:

Faustus. Ay, and Faustus will turn to God again.
To God? He loves thee not.
The god thou servest is thine own appetite. (II.I.9-11)
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Shortly thereafter, a reminder of the ‘sweet pleasures’ he gains from magic prevents him 

from repenting: “Why should I die, then, or basely despair? / I am resolved Faustus shall 

ne’er repent” (II.iii.31-32). Faustus takes his comfort in the fact that “this word 

‘damnation’ terrifies not him / For he confounds hell in Elysium” (I.iii.60-61), and his 

pursuit of pleasures manages to distract him, particularly right after signing the contract 

with Mephistopheles (II.i.82-92) and when Helen of Troy is summoned for him (V.i.82-

110).

Yet, Faustus soon realizes that there exists a large gap between what he desired 

and what he achieved; this makes despair inescapable. Despair, we will discover in 

Goethe’s Faust, is the opposite of striving: this is because despair, instead of an external 

yearning that provides forward momentum, is an internal contemplation that paralyzes 

any action. In Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, despair serves a similar purpose, emerging as a 

stronger and stronger force as more disconnect emerges between Faustus’ desires and his 

actions. Despair overtakes Faustus the more uncertain he feels about his fate or the world 

he inhabits: his tragedy is that he retains his syllogism as fact, and the ambiguous world 

of oppositions around him never dissuades him from believing it. When the Old Man 

attempts to save Faustus and alter his fate, the striving that once prevented him from 

heeding Mephistopheles’ warnings has now become despair that ensures he can do 

nothing about the Old Man’s assurances.  This disintegration by despair is what 

transforms Faustus’ final moments from God’s justified retribution into Faustus’ 

culminating moment of anxiety and anguish that makes the audience desire a different 

outcome. 
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Marlowe’s play, introducing ambiguity and beginning to alter the assumptions of 

the myth without altering the conclusions, transforms a story meant to assert the proper 

Christian worldview into a play about “the transcendent human individual, caught in the 

consequences of a dilemma which, granted the conditions of his time, it was impossible 

for any imaginative man wholly to avoid” (Sewall 69). In the Faustbook, Faustus’ fate 

was retribution for a life spent in decadence and in opposition of a definite, righteous 

path; in Doctor Faustus, Faustus’ fate is a tragic consequence of his striving becoming 

despair, a tragic, unavoidable end where doubt pervades and the ambiguity of the world 

makes the audience question if the outcome had to happen. Although “cut is the branch 

that might have grown full straight … / [who wished] to practice more than heavenly 

power permits” (Epilogue 1-7), Marlowe’s world of ambiguity does not inspire the 

confidence in divinity that the original myth reveals in Faustus’ fate; the only certainty is  

that Man will strive and Man will suffer, which, for Marlowe, is the most damning 

syllogism of all.
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“Are you such a dreamer / To put the world to rights”: 
The transformation of oppositions into dialectics in Goethe’s Faust and 

striving through, above and between.

Much critical discussion of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s Faust: A Tragedy has 

centered around attempts to reconcile the play with its disparate and counter-intuitive 

nature: as a Faust tale that alters all the conventions of the source; as a tragedy that rejects 

the Aristotelian definition of one; as a play that sprawls over centuries and the cosmos, 

and constructs set pieces and events that any director would view as impractical; as a 

supposed unified work, daunting in its narrative and stylistic disarray. Goethe’s Faust 

calls into question any expectation one attempts to attribute to it as a Faust story. Yet, the 

issue most altered and re-evaluated from the myth, and Marlowe’s own endeavor, is the 

concern over striving, now brought to the forefront. Whereas Marlowe’s response to the 

central concern of the Faust myth (what striving entails and where striving take us) 

remains consistent with the Faustbook’s conclusion, Goethe reassembles several facets of 

the legend and turns damnation into salvation by resolving oppositions: instead of 

invalidating the Faust myth, Goethe’s dialectics reinvigorate it by affirming that striving 

allows Faust to experience life and illustrating how striving reconciles existence’s 

conflicts through the mediation of Nature and its great imitator, Art.6

6 Art and Nature will refer to the larger metaphysical realities that these ideas entail: Art as the whole of 
artistic potential and creation; Nature as an amalgamation of the physical, natural world and the spiritual, 
ideal plane that lends the natural world its sublime essence. The non-capitalized forms, art and nature, are 
components of Art and Nature, but should remain differentiated.
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Origin and Sources

The creation of Goethe’s Faust was an exhausting endeavor: starting around 

1771-1772, Goethe would work on Faust in fits and starts until its completion shortly 

before his death in 1832:

Faust was begun by a young man who was just finding his feet as a poet; it was 
completed by an old man with one of those feet in the grave. [It] accompanied 
Goethe through all the changing phases of his development from his first Storm 
and Stress years onward. (Mason 20)

The temporal distance between beginning and end meant the shifting events and ideas of 

the growing Goethe’s life thoroughly inform Faust itself. By the time Goethe was 

composing Faust Part II, he had witnessed the French Revolution, the collapse of the 

Holy Roman Empire, and the defeat of another empire; change and transformation were 

part of Goethe’s life and, therefore, also a part of his life work. 

Faust’s major achievement remains how Goethe re-appropriated Faust, “this 

ambivalent and fascinating, but historically insignificant figure,” and made him into “the 

central focus of a work that would, for better or for worse, be perceived as both a major 

national German poem and a universal fable” (Williams 185-86). Representing German 

literature “in a way that no single text of the English tradition has ever had to embody the 

entire culture” (Brown, The German Tragedy 11), Faust elevated the Faust myth into 

immortality: even outside of Germany, Goethe’s Faust remains the most recognizable 

version of the Faust myth.

The historical path the Faust myth took from Marlowe to Goethe, as discussed in 

the introduction, was indirect: Goethe did not read Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus until 1808, 

once the first part of Faust had already been assembled. Instead, Marlowe’s influence can 
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be traced through the myriad of adaptations informed by Marlowe’s play. The puppet 

play version, which remained popular when other adaptations had fallen into obscurity, is 

probably Goethe’s earliest encounter with the legend; when Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, 

with his popular 1759 essay, renewed interest in the myth and its symbolic possibilities, 

young Goethe began work on his own Faust interpretation. This early material he worked 

on during 1770’s is available as the Urfaust, an abandoned fragment developed enough to 

lend insight into Goethe’s perception of the myth. Many portions of the Urfaust were 

transported with little to no change into Goethe’s final conception of Part 1, an indication 

that his work on Faust had specific themes and a specific direction in mind from its very 

inception. 

When Goethe later returned to Faust and published Part 1 in 1808, he managed to 

“[reconcile] the obligatory folkloristic elements of the legend with his conception of 

Faust as the symbol of man seeking the meaning of life and the maximal realization of its  

possibilities” (Atkins, “Survey” 579). With this direction clearly enacted, Goethe’s return 

to the massive project in 1825 up until Faust Part II’s completion shortly before Goethe’s 

death concluded a project that had been under construction for most of his life. The 

finished text of Faust: a Tragedy stands as the final realization of Goethe’s new vision of 

the Faust legend: a tragedy not just about one man, but a dense commentary “on 

humanity, on human history and institutions, on the grandeurs and the follies of the 

human condition, its hopes and despairs, its values and its illusions, its scope and its 

limitations, its nobility and its criminality” (Williams 185). The play reflected not only  
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the German spirit and people, but also epitomized Man himself and the unrestrained spirit 

of humanity.

Unity through Dialectics: The Three Frames of Faust

The unity of Goethe’s Faust, a play under development for such a long period of 

time, proves difficult to establish when Part II embarks on a wholly distinct direction 

when compared to Part I. Jane K. Brown asserts that:

Scholars still disagree on whether the play should be read as a unified work or as 
disparate segments, even though Goethe’s decision to publish all of the material 
under the title Faust implies that the various parts of the play belong together. 
(Brown, Theater of the World 11)

Although it is preferable to discuss the whole of a text, this chapter will, by necessity, 

only address certain sections of the larger work. However, the best possible reading of 

Faust remains a unified one: one that acknowledges the dialectics presented in the three 

frames outside of the narrative; delves into their recurrence and evolution throughout the 

whole; follows Faust’s circular journey from tragic narrative to episodic narrative into 

metaphysical commentary while remaining focused on the titular character’s quest from 

unfulfilled striving and despair into self-realization and salvation. Therefore, this chapter 

will apply discussions from Jane K. Brown’s and Stuart Atkins’ texts as critical frames 

through which to interpret Faust’s themes; as a way to maintain critical unity while 

providing a selective discussion of the material. This selective discussion seeks to 

elucidate the presence of striving as an underlying theme throughout Goethe’s play while 

exploring Faust’s major revisions to the Faust myth and its defining elements.
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 Within Faust, Goethe “preferred forms or patterns to ideas, and life and its 

transformations to rigid schemas” (Brown, Theater of the World 11). The most pivotal of 

these forms, proposed by Brown, are Goethe’s dialectics, defined as “a pattern of 

argument that proceed by constituting oppositions and then relating them in essentially 

any way other than choosing one over the other” (Brown, The German Tragedy 26). 

Dialectics are constantly present in Goethe’s work: symbolically in the “Prelude in the 

Theater;” implicitly in Faust’s and Mephistopheles’ relationship; even in regards to 

allusions, since Goethe, “changed, actualized and revised myths so that they could carry 

new meanings … in addition to and interaction with their traditional meanings” (Wagner 

146), the Faust myth included. Unlike Marlowe’s atmosphere of ambiguity, Goethe 

creates a world where the anxiety of opposition and conflict yields opportunity rather 

than damning inertia. 

The conflicts present in the work, compared to those introduced in the Faust 

myth, develop so neither side is given dominion over the other: instead, both are 

considered and both are often accepted. Understanding this pattern of dialectics becomes 

an indispensible part in interpreting the play in terms of Faust’s striving; Goethe 

addresses the issue directly in “Outside the City Gate”:

FAUST. Two souls, alas, are dwelling in my breast
…
The one holds fast with joyous earthly lust
Onto the world of man with organs clinging;
The other soars impassioned from the dust,
To realms of lofty forebears winging. (Faust 1112-1117)

As the play unfolds, Faust is shown time and time again that it is rarely a choice of one 

over the other, but instead an in-between or addition of both sides. Goethe’s dialectics 
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rarely ever “truly sublimate—that is redefine—the terms of the initial opposition” 

(Brown, The German Tragedy 39), as much as they rediscover their value and find the 

connection needed to unite them. Although the two souls in Faust’s breast struggle at 

first, the solution to their conflict does not lie in choosing one and discarding the other; it 

lies in finding a way to mediate between the desire for the transcendental and the natural 

that allows both to exist and Faust to be saved.

Three scenes precede the beginning of the Faust story: “Dedication”, “Prelude in 

the Theater”, and “Prologue in Heaven.” Varying degrees of direct relevance to the main 

text are attributed to each, but the importance of the prologues as a whole cannot be 

stressed enough: they help define the nature and patterns of Faust and misunderstanding 

them leads to a misinterpretation of the play’s conclusions. Episodic and separated by 

shifting tone, different characters, and alternating subject matter, all three prologues 

maintain a united purpose necessary to fully elucidate Goethe’s various dialectics. All 

three set up an overall frame from which Faust’s striving may be understood:

We might characterize the three prologues by saying that Dedication shows us an 
individual version, the Prelude a social version, and the prologue a religious 
version of the same process. Clearly, there is a progression that will help us define 
the forms of the dialectic in Faust. (Brown, Theater of the World 29)

The progression does not stop there: approaching closer to the main text with each scene, 

the path and components of striving are introduced and explored so that the recurring 

elements may be recognized and the course of Faust’s striving can be traced. 
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Dedication

The first stanza of “Dedication” brings us into the world of the poet:

Once more you near me, wavering apparitions
That early showed before the turbid gaze.
Will now I seek to grant you definition,
My heart essay again the former daze? (Faust 1-4)

Goethe quickly establishes a character and a mood: a poet remembering work and 

characters left unfinished and wondering if now will be the time to complete the 

inconclusive. The enthusiasm and transformation granted by memory in the first stanza 

becomes a conflict that these same memories conjure in the second stanza. Atkins notes:

The opening contrast between youthful poetic enthusiasm and the mature poet’s 
awareness that not every vision can be artistically realized is nicely paralleled in 
the second stanza by the contrast between the joys of youth and the painful losses 
brought by the passing of the years. (Atkins 11)

Two conflicting sentiments are made present in the poet’s visions of creation (Art) and 

life (Nature); the poem intends to reconcile this opposition.

The duality present in these interactions is reminiscent of the oppositions that 

Marlowe was fond of emphasizing in Doctor Faustus. Yet, the idea of damning conflicts 

from Doctor Faustus is invalidated by the conclusion of the poem: although the 

memories summoned are both good and bad, this does not paralyze the poet; it makes 

him aware of the full implications of his return to previously abandoned times while 

allowing him to move forward. As opposed to the paralysis present in Doctor Faustus, 

oppositions do not dwell in ambivalence, but advance to a mediating resolution. Here, 

resolution requires the poet’s acceptance of what was lost as well as what can be gained. 
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Upon accepting the losses of the past and embracing illusion, the poet arrives at a 

paradoxical realization:

What I possess I see as from a distance,
And what has passed, to me becomes existence. (Faust 31-32)

The couplet establishes an inversion of the past as present and the present as distant. 

What makes this instance possible is the power of illusion, since memory does not bring 

back what has been lost but instead presents it again as a vision or illusion. This, 

however, conflicts with the poet’s acceptance of loss, as what is gone and remembered 

can never actually exist again.  The phrase “granting you definition” (Faust 3) from the 

first stanza resolves this instance: granting these half-formed figures full embodiment 

requires the poet’s work to be finished; creation can grant illusion permanence, drawing 

figures out of the mist of memory and into existence. 

However, these apparitions carry with them not only memory of youth but a 

reminder of its loss; the good comes with the bad. In the third and fourth stanzas, the 

images of a lyre (Faust 23) and Aeol’s harp (Faust 28) tie memory to Art, so the final 

acceptance of loss is also the realization that creation entails both joy and sorrow, good 

and bad. For the poet to escape the world of the present, he must establish the world of 

creation as a medium for what has come to pass. Now, “poetic inspiration and memory 

both temporarily bridge the unhappy gap between present and past” (Brown, Theater of 

the World 29), bringing that which was gone back into existence. Goethe has established 

an important dialectic: illusion is given fulfillment through Art, which allows the 

mediation between joy and sorrow and has the ability to replace reality. Art allows us to 
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bridge the gap toward what we thought was lost. Art creates life by giving it definition 

once more.

Prelude

The “Prelude in the Theater” differs considerably from the “Dedication”: the tone 

of the scene is humorous and satirical as opposed to serious, the characters “are not 

individuals but types, defined by their functions” (Brown, The German Tragedy 34), and 

the entire scene serves as a frame and reminder that what we are witnessing is theater, art 

and illusion present on the stage. Where the “Dedication” is the world of the poet, this is 

the world of the stage and what will be presented on stage is the world itself:

DIRECTOR. In this narrow house of boarded space
Creation’s fullest circle go to pace,
And walk for leisured speed your spell
From Heaven through the World to Hell. (Faust 239-242)

In the scene, the Director, Poet and Merry Person discuss how to perform the service of 

bringing the world to the stage: the director believes this representation is best achieved 

through spectacle and pleasing the audience with sheer quantity and disunity; the Poet 

believes that art that taps into Nature’s harmony, youth of spirit and perfection of craft 

will best represent the world; the Merry Person believes that neither result is exclusive, 

but the methods must draw from life and love, Nature and “the wealth of human living” 

(Faust 167), and as much from foolery as from “Sense, understanding, sentiment and 

passion” (Faust 87). This conflict’s resolution informs Faust as the guiding dialectic that 

establishes Art as a reflection of Nature.
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No character changes his mind about what is to be done, but this was never the 

point: progression is ignored in favor of the presentation of conflicting viewpoints that 

will reappear in the text. The Merry Person is the synthesizing figure: his intuitions about 

the importance of the present moment, Art reflecting life in its fullest sense, and the 

expression of both good and bad as a necessary part of life’s portrayal, mirror the 

realizations of the poet in “Dedication.” His speeches touch on these themes:

MERRY PERSON. In colorful show less light than dark
Much error, and of truth a spark,
Thus is the headiest mixture brewed 
To slake and edify the multitude. (Faust 170-173)
…
There is no pleasing someone who is finished;
He who still grows will ever render thanks. (Faust 182-183)
…
But on the long-familiar lyre
To sound a chord with pluck and grace,
To self-appointed goal aspire
At charmingly erratic pace … (Faust 206-209)

The first portion foreshadows Faust’s path, where much error will be committed; the 

second portion refers to the idea of striving as a process of change and growth with no 

end; the third portion brings back musical imagery that leads into the next lines, which 

reinforce both previous portions of the Merry Person’s speech by posing the act of 

striving as a road with setbacks, but the proper direction nonetheless. Art as mediator for 

striving is later possible in Faust, and Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita, because Art 

is a reflection of Nature, and immersion in life itself provides the path toward the ideal 

for Faust.

Meanwhile, the Poet and Director correspond to two sides of the resolved 

dialectic: they embody the real-ideal dichotomy. The Poet refers to transcendence, to the 
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inexpressible and grandiose, the ungraspable harmony of Nature as the genuine goal of 

the play, thus of Art; the Director instead regards spectacle and variety as ways of 

fulfilling the audience, of wholly engaging them in the present events, with no regard for 

posterity, as the true purpose of the play. The Poet represents the spirit, what we reach for 

while striving; the Director represents the world, what we long to escape in our striving. 

The Merry Person mediates the two views and his “solution is basically additive: the play 

should not so much combine as simply include what both have to offer” (Brown, The 

German Tragedy 37). Since the solution is inclusive, what the Poet and Director say 

remains part of the solution, emphasized later by the recurrence of imagery they use to 

argue their ideas. The imagery of light when the Poet states that “What shines is for the 

moment born, must perish” (Faust 73), or the imagery of Nature and harmony in lines 

140-157 will return in Faust; the importance of sight implied when the Director 

comments that “They like to look, so let them see a lot” (Faust 90), and his reference to 

action as resolution, to “see some deeds at last” (Faust 215), will be pertinent as well.

Each prologue contains important facets of what will become the process of 

Faust’s striving. “Dedication” establishes that vision can supersede reality and that this 

illusion concretizes through creation to become Art; in “Prelude in the Theatre,” Art is  

defined as reflecting Nature, so a play should then reflect life and present the stage as the 

world. The Merry Person’s synthesis determines that Art must come from life and 

experience, from love and nature, serious and foolish, good and bad. If Art allows us to 

strive, going beyond the world and connecting to the ideal must be done through the 
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world; striving does not just move forward or up, but through in order to go past, an act 

of immersion that eventually elevates.

Prologue 

The final prologue provides Faust with a worldview that contrasts with 

Marlowe’s own “Prologue” from Doctor Faustus: despite the Christian framework that is 

made explicit in both scenes, Goethe’s “Prologue in Heaven” introduces a unique 

discussion regarding Faust’s eventual fate that contrasts with the pessimistic verdict of 

Marlowe’s play. In Marlowe’s world, all the chorus could assure us of was Faustus’ 

ultimate fate and his condemnable ambition; in Goethe’s play, this scene introduces the 

notion of striving as not only positive, but reinforced by the spiritual universe Faust 

inhabits.

 The scene begins with three monologues that convey the importance of Nature by 

“[equating] God and Nature as coexistent mysteries … stating that no one can ‘fathom,’ 

can understand completely, either God or the realm of physical causality” (Atkins 17). 

The first speech begins with the image of the sun (Faust 243), an image which will 

connect God and Nature when present in the Faust story. The speeches move from the 

harmony of the spheres (Faust 243-250), to the tempestuous storms of the world (Faust 

259-265): the former implies higher structure and a constancy of motion in the order of 

the universe; the latter points to Nature’s tumultuous motion, emphasizing cyclical 

change and renewal in the lines, “From sea to land, from land to sea, / In their alternate 

furies tying” (Faust 260-261). 
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Using the sun as the first image in the scene has powerful significance; it 

anticipates God’s presence in Faust within surrogate images rather than directly. God’s 

presence in the play is never as explicit as it is in this scene: Faust will instead encounter 

the sun (“Night”, “Charming Landscape”), angels (Act V) and the Earth Spirit (“Night”), 

all of which can be seen as representations of God and the realm of transcendence. We 

will never see God within the narrative, nor will Faust even consider himself his servant, 

explaining when asked of his belief in God:

FAUST. Fill full your heart, all it will hold, with this
And when you’re all suffused and lost in bliss,
Then call it what you will,
Call it fulfillment! Heart! Love! God!
I have no name for it!
Feeling is all … (Faust 3451-3456)

Faust’s interchange of words is important not only for its dismissal of the power of words 

to grant definition, but for the words he chooses to exchange for God. The relation 

between fulfillment, love, and God is part of what grants Faust salvation, as opposed to 

the repentance or faith in God that the original Faust legend and Doctor Faustus required. 

Yet, God himself remains important as an embodiment of the ideal that Faust strives to 

join or know, and allows the introduction of the play’s “adversary,” Mephistopheles. 

Mephistopheles enters and quickly establishes his role in his own speech:

MEPHISTOPHELES. On suns and worlds I can shed little light,
I see but humans, and their piteous plight.
Earth’s little god runs true to his old way
And is as weird as on the primal day. (Faust 279-282)

The speech identifies Mephistopheles as a figure separated from the sun and light 

imagery (ideal and transcendent) and closer to Man (imperfect and real), while mocking 
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the angel’s own speeches and implying Man’s separation from the order of the spheres. 

The lines reveal the particular manner in which Mephistopheles serves as the opponent of 

God: not just removed from transcendence, but close to the world; not just undermining, 

but satirizing and mocking what he does not belong to. Yet, Mephistopheles is unaware of 

the full extent of his role. His proximity to Man and distance from God makes him unable 

to realize he is just the other side of a coin, another component in God’s plan to guide 

man in the right direction. 

Near the end of the scene, God himself explains that:

THE LORD. Of all the spirits of negation
The rogue has been least onerous to my mind.
Man all too easily grows lax and mellow,
He soon elects repose at any price;
And so I like to pair him with a fellow
To play the deuce, to stir and to entice. (Faust 338-343)

The conflict between good and evil, a driving force in the Faust myth, has been 

essentially reshaped. Now, Mephistopheles is not tempting Faust to stray away from the 

good path, since even God acknowledges “Man ever errs the while he strives” (Faust 

317); Mephistopheles is tempting Faust as part of the dual component that keeps man 

striving, maintaining forward motion and pushing from below so that God or spirit may 

pull him up and towards salvation. Mephistopheles is part of the natural order, since 

striving is no longer just Man’s desire: it is the very nature that keeps him going.

The appropriation of the wager from the story of Job carries important 

connotations: if the effects of the wager in the book of Job were loss and the temptation 

of suffering, Faust can be expected to be tested during his pursuit of transcendence. The 

very act of striving, in fact, leads Faust to dubious moral territory; potential and ambition 
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are powerful drives of the Faust myth that could lead to good, but often lead to evil. 

Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus established the conflict that striving creates within us as the 

road to damnation: it prevented the retraction of wrongdoing by becoming despair, and it 

paralyzed action through the doubt caused by attempting to understand what is beyond 

understanding. 

Of course, this can only be problematic if Goethe believed that Faust should be 

damned by the amoral actions that striving entails. Faust’s salvation, however, is already 

guaranteed by adopting the direction that striving points toward:

THE LORD. A worthy soul through the dark urge within it
Is well aware of the appointed course. (Faust 328-329)

This phrase, along with the acknowledgement of erring while striving (Faust 317), 

indicates the presence of a new principle in Faust: Faust will be saved so far as he 

continues striving, moving past error and always forward. Striving itself is not 

questioned, unlike in Doctor Faustus, so the act of striving is what provides Faust’s 

salvation. If Faust keeps in motion, whether mistaken or correct, his path will align with 

God’s course. This ensures that Mephistopheles fulfills his essential role in leading Faust 

to salvation even when he thinks he leads Faust astray: by keeping Faust in motion 

through constant spectacle and novelty, Mephistopheles wills temptation but provides the 

proper direction.

The “Prologue” unites the themes from the last two preludes, Art as reconciling 

and Art as reflecting Nature, with Man’s striving by establishing a dialectic between 

nature and spirit that finds mediation through the world itself. Man, then, must strive 
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through Nature (forward) in order to attain transcendence (upward), although this will 

lead to error. Error and sin, however, do not prevent salvation; failing to strive does:

Striving … is the vocation of man; it is “natural” to man. As long as an individual 
fulfills his human nature by striving, God can take an interest in him and lead him 
“into clarity,” despite the errors he will inevitably have made. The issue here is 
what it means to be human, not the battle between good and evil … (Brown, 
Theater of the World 33)

Goethe inverts the nature of Faust’s quest, separating Faust from the limiting 

constrictions of the original myth in order to explore a denser thematic space. Still, Faust 

operates in such a way that being mindful of the alterations of expected Faustian elements 

reveals the intricacies of Goethe’s expansion and, ultimately, leads this renewed quest for 

striving back to the very core of the Faust myth.

Longing and Rejuvenation: Faust

The first scene of the Faust narrative, “Night,” introduces a familiar situation: the 

play begins in Faust’s study with Faust in distress, as his pursuit of knowledge continues 

to fail his desires. The initial monologue bears direct similarity to the opening scene from 

Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus: 

FAUST. I have pursued, alas, philosophy,
Jurisprudence, and medicine,
And, help me God, theology,
With fervent zeal through thick and thin
And here, poor fool, I stand once more,
No wiser than I was before. (Faust 354-359)

Faust’s subsequent rejection of damnation when claiming that “I stand not in fear of hell 

or devil” (Faust 369), and Faust’s embrace of Magic as a possible answer to his dilemma 

(Faust 377-379) continue to provide the familiar context of the Faust story. Faust soon 
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diverges from Marlowe’s initial setup when Faust’s longing and despair become 

integrated into Goethe’s dialectics. 

Within Faust as a whole, “Night” evokes a thematic resonance with Goethe’s 

“Dedication,” and with the beginning of Act I, Part II “Charming Landscape,” repeating 

and rephrasing important concepts present in these scenes. The concept of rejuvenation 

from the end of “Dedication” becomes elucidated in Faust’s desire to connect with Nature 

in “Night” and the renewal this communion provides him in “Charming Landscape.” In 

addition, the Poet’s experience with vision finds resonance in Faust’s desire and ability to 

see, which is paramount to his attainment of a connection with the Natural order. This 

recurrence of themes and imagery becomes a clear pattern that entwines the prologue’s 

dialectics with Faust’s journey.

Soon after deciding to embrace magic, Faust addresses the moon and expresses 

longing for its “lovely rays” and his desire to “bathe whole my spirit in your spume” 

(Faust 393-397). The imagery of being bathed and cleansed foreshadows Faust’s 

rejuvenation in “Charming Landscape,” where the spirits “bathe him in the dew of 

Lethe’s bourn” (Faust 4629). It also recalls the poet’s memories in “Dedication” that 

emerge “from mist and haze” (Faust 6), providing further connection between the 

concerns of the prologues and the Faust narrative itself while indicating the possibility of 

a resolution to these concerns.

 The mediating factor in the “Dedication” is illusion; in “Night,” it is represented 

by light: comforting moonlight (Faust 386-397), the inner light provoked by the sign of 

the macrocosm (Faust 430-453), the overwhelming light of the Earth Spirit (Faust 460-
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514) or the glint of the vial of poison (Faust 686-736). What ties illusion and light 

together remains obscure until Faust triumphantly faces the sun in “Charming 

Landscape”:

FAUST. He clears the rim!—Alas, already blinded,
I turn aside, my mortal vision smarting.
…
I rather follow, with entrancement growing,
The cataract that cleaves the jagged granite,
…
But in what splendor from this storm evolving,
Vaults up the shimmering arc, in variance lasting,
Now purely limned and now in air dissolving,
A cooling fragrance all about it casting. (Faust 4702-4724) 

In turning away from the sun (the symbol for God or the ideal), Faust faces a waterfall 

where light has crafted illusion and a dialectic is resolved by nature mediating Nature. 

The rainbow created by the waterfall’s mist completes the union between the world and 

the spirit that Faust has been seeking all along; he could not witness it until he realized 

the value of illusion invested with meaning (Art) as a further reflection of Nature:

The rainbow is not only an image (in the sense of representation) of the resolution 
of the dialectic; it is also literally an image in that it has no substance. As this 
reflecting and reflected image comes under the control of the human mind … it 
becomes art. (Brown, Theater of the World 69)

 What Marlowe had us perceive as Faustus’s pivotal fault (his initial misdirection 

because of overpowering ambition), Goethe’s Faust transforms into an essential drive 

that, once properly directed, leads Faust toward the ideal. Sight is an important 

component of the inversion:

Faust’s striving is above all a striving to see, to perceive. This formulation is both 
more precise and more typically romantic than the cliché that Faust seeks total 
knowledge or, in even worse formulation, forbidden knowledge. (Brown, The 
German Tragedy 51) 
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Faust’s daring words, that Art “mirrors all aspiring human action / … That life is ours by 

colorful refraction” (Faust 4725-4727), sum up Goethe’s dialectic and its bearing on 

Faust’s narrative: Art, Nature and life are intertwined and Man’s striving necessitates 

involvement with all three in order to reach the ideal it desires. As other facets of the 

Faust myth are altered, Goethe reinforces his central thesis by continuing to apply the 

prologue’s dialectics.

Way of the Wager: Mephistopheles and Gretchen

When Mephistopheles appears, Faust asks for his name, to which he responds:

MEPHISTOPHELES. For one so down on the word,
Who, so remote from everything external,
Past all appearance seeks the inmost kernel,
This question seems a bit absurd. (Faust 1327-1329)

 
The mocking tone recalls the “Prologue in Heaven,” and Mephistopheles’ refusal sets him 

up as Faust’s “adversary,” a denier who contradicts Faust’s wishes where they may not 

align with his own. Faust asks him who he is instead, and Mephistopheles refers to 

himself as “Part of that force which would / Do ever evil, and does ever good” (Faust 

1335-1336). The statement, challenging the nature of the Faust myth’s Mephistopheles, is 

clarified when he adds: “I am but part of the part that was the whole first / Part of the 

dark which bore itself the light” (Faust 1349-1350). Both statements refer to the 

“Prologue in Heaven,” where Mephistopheles is part of God’s plan, while remaining 

blissfully unaware of the good he creates. When he refers to himself as “the spirit which 

eternally denies” (Faust 1338), Mephistopheles affirms his paradoxical role, where his 
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actions will serve “to stir, and to entice” (Faust 343), while only his words serve his 

purpose as adversary. 

In “Study II,” Mephistopheles proposes temptations to Faust, who despairs at 

their fleeting nature and believes that the ideal would provide the only satisfactory 

permanence. At Mephistopheles’ goading, Faust enters a wager with him:

FAUST. Should ever I take ease upon a bed of leisure,
May that same moment mark my end!
…
This is my wager!
…
If the swift moment I entreat:
Tarry a while! You are so fair!
Then forge the shackles to my feet,
Then I will gladly perish there! (Faust 1692-1702)

Faust believes he will never stop striving until he reaches the ideal, so life itself must be 

couched in aspiration and activity because “no moment of satisfaction can be an end in 

itself,” at least not in this world (Atkins 46). This restructuring of the Faustian Bargain 

into a wager wholly alters the dynamic that Faust and Mephistopheles share in the myth: 

Faust is no longer complying with the devil but is now competing against him; Faust 

must be active and strive, and Mephistopheles must keep him in constant motion. While 

the devil’s temptations “will contrive to destroy, to negate and to frustrate those 

aspirations” (Williams 192), Faust must only concern himself with the act itself, the 

process of striving, to continue the wager. Salvation is guaranteed by constant motion not 

the avoidance of wrongdoing; despair would damn Faust because it halts motion and 

action, as opposed to preventing repentance. Where Marlowe’s Faustus found no 

motivation to fulfill his ambitions once under contract with Mephistopheles, the wager 
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that Faust enters guarantees that he will continue to strive and experience the totality of 

life until transcendence is achieved. When Gretchen is introduced, the conflict between 

Mephistopheles’ temptation and Faust’s striving develops a new layer. 

Upon Faust’s first encounter with Gretchen in “Street,” after barely exchanging a 

word with her before she has fled, he lecherously demands Mephistopheles obtain her 

affections for him. When examining her room in “Evening,” Faust’s previous visions 

from “Night” are mirrored and inverted: his own study was a dungeon (Faust 398) that 

made Faust want to “Flee! Up! Escape to open fields!” (Faust 418), while Gretchen’s 

room “breathes a sense of stillness” that makes Faust exclaim “What bliss in this 

imprisonment!” (Faust 2691-2694). The reversal indicates Gretchen’s presence as love 

interest, but also as transformative symbol: often, her relevant significance “is not about 

her emotional, psychological, or human importance for Faust, but rather … her 

relationship to his goals” (Brown, The German Tragedy 98). 

Gretchen’s continued effect on Faust’s point of view is exhibited in “Forest and 

Cave.” Faust’s lust has become love by this point, yet this love remains closely tied with 

the ideal of Gretchen rather than with the actual relationship: Faust envisions the moon 

again (Faust 3235-3239), underlining Gretchen’s role as a representation of the ideal, and 

the emphasis on Faust’s physical immersion in nature indicates the fulfillment of his 

visions in contrast to their previous elusiveness. When Mephistopheles vainly insists on 

Faust pursuing his lust, the new dichotomy between Mephistopheles and Gretchen 

materializes. Faust’s two souls have been externalized: to Faust, Mephistopheles is the 

world and Gretchen is the spirit; Mephistopheles emphasizes the real while Gretchen 
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promotes the ideal, just as his two souls pulled in opposing directions. Yet, while 

representing two poles of the aforementioned dialectics, Mephistopheles and Gretchen do 

not “pull Faust in opposite directions, but both in fact work together to keep Faust 

striving. Paradoxically, Gretchen and Mephistopheles serve identical functions” (Brown, 

The German Tragedy 101), Mephistopheles pushing Faust from below while Gretchen 

draws him from above. 

While Faust wishes to grasp Gretchen as symbol rather than as flesh and blood, 

her existence as a human continually creates a conflict that Faust imperfectly resolves. 

Faust destroys Gretchen’s life, killing her mother and brother and impregnating her with 

no intention of marrying her, because he remains “torn rather between Margarete as an 

ideal and Margarete as a temptation: he must not sully her purity, but he cannot give her 

up” (Brown, Theater of the World 64). In “Dungeon,” the final Gretchen scene, Gretchen 

insists on recapturing their love before moving forward, but Faust wishes to move 

forward before recapturing their love; she insists “Oh do not hurry! / I love to tarry where 

you tarry!” (Faust 4479-4480), while Faust assures her that “I will caress you with a 

thousandfold glow; / Just follow—that is all I beg of you” (Faust 4499-4500). Faust’s 

insistence on motion and continuing to strive saves him, but threatens Gretchen’s 

existence; she exists as a real-ideal dichotomy to Faust, and by choosing the ideal, he 

threatens the existence of the real, Gretchen as person.

This conflict is resolved when Gretchen seeks communion with the ideal, through 

God: “Judgment of God! To thee I give my soul! ...Thine I am, Father! Rescue me!” 

(Faust 4605-4607). This transference of love from Faust to God, from worldly to ideal, 
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saves Gretchen. Her love is transferable because, like striving, its purpose is to connect a 

person to the transcendent:

Love as the force that generates new life is the crucial factor here, not whether 
that love is worldly or transcendence … The principle of love and the principle of 
striving work in parallel. And at bottom they are indeed similar, for love is the 
force that brings about birth and rebirth to enable an eternal new beginning. 
(Brown, The German Tragedy 102-103)

Turning her love back toward God, Gretchen is accepted into reunion with the ideal. This 

solidifies the roles of Gretchen and Faust in Goethe’s new paradigm: Gretchen, the lover, 

accepts love as unifying and sacrifices self in order to reach the ideal and salvation; 

Faust, the striver, must immerse himself in the world and life to even reach the 

transcendent and reconcile the dialectics that striving entails with the mediation they 

require. Salvation only comes after Faust has understood that the process of living is the 

point of striving and that the only way to move beyond the world is to move through it 

first.

Cessation, Salvation, Elevation: The End of Faust

Act V of Part II finds Faust aged and destructive, a powerful land owner 

converting the sea into land. Soon, he is blinded by Care, and his grave begins to be dug 

by Mephistopheles’ minions. Committing error and fault again, Faust arrives at a similar 

place as at the end of Part I: striving transformed into a destructive force, yet undeterred 

nonetheless. Striving moves him through life at a constant forward pace, so Faust finds 

both “bliss and torment in his onward stride, / Aye—every moment stay unsatisfied” 
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(Faust 11451-11452). Yet, this is only one part of the motion that drives our ambition, 

and Faust must be literally blinded in order to see the dialectic. 

Faust’s shift in perspective begins when, although blinded, he sees: “The night, it 

seems, turns deeper still—but shining, / the light within continues ever bright” (Faust 

11499-11500). His final moments consummate Faust’s new insight. In his final speech, 

he envisions the positive consequence of his current deeds:

FAUST. To drain this stagnant pool of ills
Would be the crowning last achievement.
I’d open a room to live for millions
Not safely, but in free resilience. 
…
A land of Eden sheltered here within,
Let tempest rage outside unto the rim,
And as it laps a breach in greedy riot,
Communal spirit hastens to defy it. (Faust 11561-11572)

This illusion is all that exists for him, as he can’t witness the reality that the Lemures in 

the scene are digging a grave for him, not a ditch. Faust loses the wager, requesting that a 

moment “tarry,” although it is not a moment that exists or has existed anywhere but in 

Faust’s mind:

FAUST. I might entreat the fleeting minute:
Oh tarry yet, thou art so fair!
…
Forestating such high happiness to come,
I savor now my striving’s crown and sum. (Faust 11581-11586)

 Faust’s vision may only exist in his head, but the power of what he sees should not be 

discounted. Illusion is representation, but it is also reflection, and when Faust’s ability to 

see is turned inward, the vision he creates reflects a world he can no longer witness but he 

still experiences. Although technically losing the wager, Faust finally understands the 
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process of renewal that was an intrinsic facet of his quest: he realizes that the man who 

strives “only earns both freedom and existence / Who must reconquer them each day” 

(Faust 11575-11576). The expectation, desire, and longing we experience as human 

beings is not resolved by arriving at the ideal, but by experiencing life, immersing in 

Nature and concretizing the creative impulse: moving always “toward” but never “to” the 

transcendent. 

As Mephistopheles prepares to take Faust (to Hell, presumably), angels arrive to 

distract him while they rescue Faust from the brink of damnation. Once Faust’s Immortal 

Essence has been brought back on stage, we receive an explanation as to why he was 

saved in the first place:

ANGELS. “Whoever strives in ceaseless toil,
Him we may grant redemption.”
And when on high, transfigured love
Has added intercession,
The blest will throng to him above
With welcoming compassion. (Faust 11936-11941)

This interceding, ‘transfigured’ love, the scene establishes, exists in the Eternal Feminine, 

represented ideally by the Mater Gloriosa but finding its “real” reflection in Gretchen. 

Gretchen, immersed in love and ascended to the realm of spirit, has come to personify:

… love so great that it is worthy of transcending death, rather than the individual 
who once embodied these virtues … she becomes a special manifestation of God-
Love, that force awareness of whose existence may in some measure compensate 
men for life’s tragic failures and life’s destructions. (Atkins 270)

Striving saves Faust, but love is what finally connects Faust to the ideal. Yet, like all of 

Goethe’s dialectics, there exists a mediated path between both concepts that represents 

Faust’s ultimate conclusion.
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The last scene resolves the final conflict, between love and striving by explaining 

the necessity of the former to the latter. Love, as a reflection of the ideal we reach for,  

guides us further and further up, pulling us from above while remaining separate and out 

of reach. But, it has to remain out of reach, as “following” and moving toward are more 

important than “arriving” and moving to. Even now, in “a reality that is no longer 

transient, no longer a simile or likeness, where the unattainable becomes actual and the 

ineffable is realized” (Williams 211), Faust must continue moving, so that while: 

CHORUS MYSTICUS. Human discernment
Here is passed by;
The Eternal-Feminine
Draws us on high. (Faust 12104-12111)

Goethe’s dialectics alter the Faust story to the extent that his appropriation seems 

to undermine, almost invalidate the Faust myth itself: the Faustian bargain becomes a 

wager by which subsequent action, moralistically good or bad, becomes what leads us to 

salvation; the temptations of the devil and the immersion in life’s ecstasy and suffering is 

what allows us to transcend these very things; change and renewal demand a forward 

motion that does not allow for repentance and does not reprimand error and are essential 

to reaching the ideal we strive for. Compared to Marlowe’s faithful adaptation, which 

concludes with a somber fate for those that follow Faust’s ambitions, the features and 

conclusions of Goethe’s work make it difficult to reconcile with the Faust narrative. 

While Goethe’s Faust, however, wholly disregards the Faust myth’s conclusions, it 

presumably understands its premises on a deeper level by removing assumptions and 

digging deeper into the core: disregarding the assumption of striving as a necessary evil 

to considering it simply necessary. Goethe’s assertion that Faust’s striving is the saving 
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factor in itself only clashes with the surface of the Faust myth. When considering the 

deeper structure, we see that the thematic core of the Faust legend does not need to 

approach the question of striving with fear or despair; it only needs to approach it.
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“Please Allow Me to Introduce Myself”: Inversion, Reversal, Shifting 
the Faustian Paradigm and Place as Limit to Striving in The Master and 

Margarita

Perhaps a twentieth-century Faust knows that all mysteries are not unraveled through 
knowledge … The master’s striving is of a different nature. He is the artist … The efforts 
of the literary artist to strive for and transmit some measure of human truth, and his right 
to search in whatever direction his inspiration takes him-these themes are perennial in art 
… Nowhere in twentieth-century Russian literature are they more central than in 
Bulgakov’s novel. 

– Joan Delanay, “Reach Exceeds the Grasp”, 93

Mikhail Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita, although not published until 1966 

in the Russian literary magazine Moskva, is a novel clearly invested in Moscow during 

the 1920-30’s. It is a work deeply concerned with its setting, specifically with the 

attitudes of the populace and the authorities that govern them. This preoccupation is often 

tied to Bulgakov’s own experiences in Soviet Russia: the censoring of his work, his 

conflict with the artistic establishment while at the Moscow Art Theater, the destruction 

of an early manuscript of this very novel. While it is tempting to frame the whole novel 

under this biographical light, tying the Master’s struggles with Bulgakov’s own, critics 

will argue that “the Master [is] far from a self-portrait; rather, he is what Bulgakov might 

have become” (Proffer 528). Framing the novel within this idea of possibility, we can 

easily trace Bulgakov’s work back to the original Faust myth, where possibility and 

desire drive us to an unsettling bargain that, in the end, consumes whatever may have 

been gained. Yet, Bulgakov’s work never directly refers to the Faust legend or to 

Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus: he makes reference to Goethe’s Faust and the operas it 

inspired whenever details and allusions are made explicit. However, Bulgakov 
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appropriates in a fashion that makes connections to the source myth equally as important 

as references to Goethe’s work. Bulgakov’s novel reshapes the question of striving so 

that, on the surface, it reflects the pessimism of the original myth; after all, is striving still  

possible when the world we inhabit does not allow us escape? Yet, Bulgakov’s deeper ties 

to Goethe’s positive developments of the Faust legend demonstrate how, while the 

surface has been transformed, the themes have been renewed: the power of Man’s 

striving transcends his setting and is only accountable to a higher authority.

Introduction: Allusions and Illusions

Critical discussion of The Master and Margarita since its publication in 1966 has 

yielded a fact all scholars would agree with: the meaning behind many of the novel’s 

most relevant characters and their relationships remains highly ambiguous. However, 

Bulgakov makes a point of abandoning that ambiguity when it comes to the settings the 

novel presents: both Moscow and Jerusalem are portrayed in a detailed and nuanced 

manner that allows both places to emerge as unique and specific. The novel’s Moscow, 

especially, immerses the reader into a world of paranoia and materialism that “requires a 

certain degree of familiarity with the Russian context that gave it birth” (Weeks 5). The 

time and place of this world “[reflect] the purely Russian conditions of the twenties and 

thirties—the housing crisis, the state-controlled economy, the early years of terror under 

Stalin” (Weeks 5), and act as givens that allow for certain themes to develop parallel to 

Pontius Pilate’s story. Primarily, a concern with authority that is salient in the behavior of 

the Muscovites becomes a major concern of the Jerusalem chapters.
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Chapter 1 introduces Mikhail Berlioz and Ivan Bezdomny, or Ivan Homeless, 

discussing one of Ivan’s poems concerning Jesus:

Berlioz wanted to prove to the poet that the main thing was not how Jesus was, 
good or bad, but that this same Jesus, as a person, simply never existed in the 
world, and all the stories about him were mere fiction. (9)7

During the discussion, a foreigner of ambiguous appearance sits down nearby. Woland’s 

initial arrival contains passages that establish the Muscovite’s inability to see him clearly: 

three contradicting reports from third parties are described while Berlioz identifies him as 

a German, later a Frenchman, and Homeless as an Englishman, later a Pole. This event 

corresponds to the appearance of Mephistopheles in the Faust myth, where his initial 

shape shifts through several incarnations. When Woland is revealed to be a foreign 

professor with a poodle-headed cane, the allusion to Goethe’s Mephistopheles, who first 

appears as a black poodle before taking the form of a traveling scholar when meeting 

Faust, is solidified. Woland’s relation to Mephistopheles, however, remains in question 

throughout the conversation, as Berlioz and Homeless continue to wonder as to Woland’s 

identity. The reader, however, is already aware of who Woland is, since “the epigraph 

from Goethe’s Faust … prepares us for the intrusion of the supernatural even before we 

read a word of the novel proper” (Barratt 135); The name Woland, which recalls ‘Junker 

Voland’8 from Goethe’s Faust, again points to his likely identity as Satan or, more 

appropriately, Mephistopheles. 

Yet, Bulgakov is careful to make a subtle distinction that allows “the ‘recognition’ 

of Woland as Mephistopheles [to be] necessarily true only in so far as it identifies him as  

7 All references to text are from The Master and Margarita. Trans. Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky.
8 See Faust 4023 in Original German
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a supernatural being” (Barratt 138).9 The reason for this indirect approach lies in 

Bulgakov’s use of allusions to Goethe’s Faust throughout the work. Assigning Woland 

the role of Mephistopheles would necessitate a Faust and a Gretchen to complete the 

allusion; however, “Bulgakov’s Margarita is no innocent adolescent, and his Master is no 

crusader, insatiable in his thirst for knowledge of good and evil” (Weeks 23). Bulgakov 

undermines the three characters’ assumed roles while still insisting we identify the 

Faustian paradigm, if only to realize its inadequacy. As the search for Faust allusions 

yields more and more incongruous elements, the reader must reassess the novel’s 

connection to Goethe’s Faust:

We begin by perceiving the radical differences between the surface structure of 
the two works, discovering the ‘Faust’ figure isn’t really like Faust, or the 
‘Gretchen’ like Gretchen, and so on. But, in the end, we are permitted to 
understand that both stories may be transformations of a similar deep structure. 
(Barratt 289)10

Before exploring what the deeper thematic structure entails, the connections between the 

story of Pontius Pilate and the events in Moscow must be elucidated to provide the 

themes that frame the novel’s outcome. Most important to both narratives is the idea of 

place and the limitations both settings entail.

Pilate’s Story: Reflection by Example

The novel splits into two narratives: the Moscow story frames the story of Pontius 

Pilate, an ostensibly objective historical narrative which gives us an account of Jesus’ 

trial and execution in conflict with the Gospel accounts. The narrative itself, later 

9 Barrat’s emphasis 
10 Barrat’s emphasis
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revealed to be the content of the Master’s manuscript, is presented so as to remove the 

prospect of subjectivity: the chapters are received in three different manners, whether 

overheard, dreamed or read from the Master’s manuscript; the tone becomes serious and 

historical; the supernatural does not intrude in the same way it does in Moscow. The 

implied objectivity and acknowledgement of the narrative as it is framed, always 

perceived by a third party like Ivan Homeless or Margarita, encourages the reader to look 

for connections to the Moscow narrative, specifically the overt presentation of events and 

ideas that may be covert in the Moscow story. Although it is easy to detect the parallels 

between the characters’ dilemmas and roles,

The real similarity [between both narratives] has to do with human nature, and the 
ways in which tyranny is maintained through spies, denunciations and simple fear 
… the standards of good and evil remain the same, whether the context is that of 
Roman or Soviet empires. (Proffer 532)

Although those affected by these settings are the focus of the novel, Bulgakov puts 

considerable effort into establishing the conflict between a man and his world, between 

authority and truth, as a context from which to consider both narratives. Ultimately, it is a 

character’s reaction to this dilemma that solidifies his or her role in the Faust myth’s 

paradigm.

The Faust myth paradigm in The Master and Margarita is simple yet also layered, 

as it is informed by the works that adapted the legend before Bulgakov. The basic 

dichotomy is that of the striver and the enabler—the one that desires and the one that 

enables the fulfillment of those desires. Then, another layer is added: the setting that 

impedes the desire. Thus, the striver does not simply aspire, but craves that which the 

world cannot give or might even forbid. Now, the enabler must provide a way around 
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one’s setting. That is where the supernatural, as the power that lies above nature, comes 

into play. Establishing the striver as a scholar and the enabler as a devil fixes the sources 

of the desire (knowledge, truth) and the power to attain it (demonic magic). At this point, 

the danger and possible self-destruction of the striver becomes palpable and is 

externalized by the stipulations of a deal with the devil. But, Bulgakov does not go this 

far, opting instead to re-conceive the possibilities and actual roles of the scholar and the 

devil. 

The other elements of the paradigm come from Doctor Faustus and Faust: 

Marlowe provides the role of apprentice as an imitator of the striver, while Goethe 

provides the role of the lover as granting aid in one’s quest to strive. Bulgakov also adds a 

new role, that of the agents of the world, who wield the authority of the encroaching 

setting to frustrate the striver’s efforts. Now, with the core Faust myth stripped of surface 

details, it is possible to analyze how Bulgakov arranges the novel around this Faustian 

paradigm while acknowledging his contribution to the presentation of these oppositions. 

He sets up expectations only to invert them in a continuous process of shifting the 

reader’s perspectives of the established paradigm.

In the Jerusalem story, the roles occupied by Yeshua and Pilate place them in 

direct opposition: Yeshua is the striver, while Pilate represents the world’s authority. Yet, 

during their discussion, it is made clear that their roles are more fluid than not. When 

Pilate asks “what is truth?” before his migraine returns and thoughts of suicide cross his 

mind, Yeshua says:

‘The truth is, first of all, that your head aches, and aches so badly that you’re 
having faint-hearted thoughts of death. You’re not only unable to speak to me, but 
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it is even hard for you to look at me. And I am now your unwilling torturer, which 
upsets me. You can’t even think about anything and only dream that your dog 
should come, apparently the one being you are attached to. But your suffering will 
soon be over, your headache will go away’... ‘A stroll would do you much good, 
and I would be glad to accompany you. Certain new thoughts have occurred to 
me, which I think you might find interesting, and I’d willingly share them with 
you …’ (24-25)

Although some critics attempt to disregard the presence of the supernatural in the Pilate 

narrative11, Yeshua’s speech makes it impossible to ignore it. The only previous mention 

of Pilate’s dog occurs in Pilate’s thoughts, when he wanted to “send for cold water, call in 

a plaintive voice for his dog Banga, and complain to him about the hemicrania” (24); the 

allusion to the novel’s ending, where a trapped Pilate “wants to walk down [a path] and 

talk with the prisoner Ha-Nozri, because … he never finished what he was saying that 

time, long ago” (381), is also deliberately clear. Although a subsequent conversation 

where Yeshua claims to have guessed things by way of Pilate’s gestures, “moving [his] 

hand in the air … as if [he] wanted to stroke something” (26), would almost explain this 

speech away, the rational explanation echoes Woland’s own attempt to mislead Berlioz 

and Homeless when defining his own identity. Making the significance of this connection 

explicit and considering the way Yeshua phrases the second part of the above speech 

belies his new role, that of the enabler that wishes to aid Pilate and abate his suffering. 

This inadvertently places Pilate in the role of striver, which means he must come into 

conflict with the world around him in order to create a contract between them. 

At first, it seems that Pilate wants to accept the possibilities of his new role, 

formulating how he will betray his original role in order to evade the consequences of 

authority:
11 See El’Baum or Proffer 544-545
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[A] formula took shape in the now light and lucid head of the procurator … [He 
would find] not the slightest connection between the acts of Yeshua and the 
disorders that have lately taken place in Yershalaim … But seeing that Ha-Nozri’s 
mad utopian talk might cause disturbances, the procurator [would remove] Yeshua 
from Yershalaim and [put] him under confinement in Stratonian Caesarea … 
precisely where the procurator’s residence was. (28)

But, information then comes to light that places Pilate at odds with his two roles: as an 

agent of authority and as he who would transcend authority. Since Yeshua asserts the 

validity of his statements condemning state authority, Pilate must resolve the conflict 

between these roles. What Yeshua has said solidifies his role as striver, since his assertion 

that “all authority is violence over people … Man will pass into the kingdom of truth and 

justice, where generally there will be no need for authority” (30), looks to transcend the 

world he inhabits, whatever the cost. Now, Pilate, as an agent of authority, has no choice 

but to enforce the cost: “Do you suppose, wretch, that the Roman procurator will let a 

man go who has said what you have said? Oh, gods, gods! Or do you think I’m ready to 

take your place?” (32). Pilate’s edict does not detract from his own desire to keep Yeshua 

alive, to accept his offer; the authority of Caesar and accountability to the state, however, 

eclipse any individual desires. In this moment, the reader witnesses the encroaching 

effect of the world that enforces power to suppress Man’s need to strive: in Pilate, we get 

the first demonstration of how “individuals barter away their individuality to the state, 

through their desire for riches, comfort or security—or through plain cowardice” (Wright 

264).

Pilate’s dilemma stands in contrast with two other major roles in the Jerusalem 

story: the one played by Kaifa, the High Priest, and the one played by Matthew Levi, 

Yeshua’s apprentice. Kaifa comes to represent another agent of authority, but this agent 
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expresses no discord as to what his role is: given the chance to pardon Yeshua’s crime, he 

pardons Bar-Rabban, a murderer and madman, instead. This decision provokes Pilate in 

such a way that emphasizes his own failings: “He was carried along now, smothered and 

burned, by the most terrible wrath—the wrath of impotence” (35). The provocation 

motivates him to exert his authority so as to lighten his guilt, informing the High Priest 

that “from now on … you shall have no peace! Neither you nor your people … it is I who 

tell you so, Pontius Pilate, equestrian of the Golden Spear” (36). The final comment 

regards Pilate’s family’s position in the senate, making it clear that Pilate is emphasizing 

his service to a higher, more encompassing authority. Kaifa exists not only to contrast and 

exacerbate Pilate’s suffering and actions (or failure to act), but also hints to the interesting 

dynamic that develops in the Moscow chapter: that of the power granted by higher 

authority used to torment those in service to a subservient authority, which Woland and 

his retinue manifest.

Following Kaifa’s thrice repeated decision not to spare Yeshua, Pilate’s thoughts 

during this scene point to one of the Jerusalem narrative’s main concerns:

‘Immortality … immortality has come …’ Whose immortality had come? That the 
procurator did not understand, but the thought of this enigmatic immortality made 
him grow cold. (35)

This is not the first time in Chapter 2 in which immortality, and a dread associated with it,  

has inhabited Pilate’s thoughts: a similar occurrence “about some immortality, which 

immortality for some reason provoked unendurable anguish” (29), had entered Pilate’s 

mind. Yet, the more important association with immortality surfaced earlier, when Yeshua 

speaks of his disciple, Matthew Levi:
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Generally, I’m beginning to be afraid that this confusion may go on for a very 
long time. And all because he writes down the things I say incorrectly … [, the] 
one with a goatskin parchment who follows me, follows me and keeps writing all 
the time. But once I peeked into this parchment and was horrified. I said 
decidedly nothing of what’s written there. I implored him: “Burn your parchment, 
I beg you!” But he tore it out of my hands and ran away. (23)

The image of burning the parchment will become especially relevant in the Moscow 

narrative, but, here, the veracity of what is on the parchment and its legacy are what make 

Yeshua’s and Matthew Levi’s relationship evident.

Matthew Levi, like Wagner in Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus and Goethe’s Faust, 

fulfills the role of apprentice in this narrative that we usually ascribe to the twelve 

disciples from the Gospel stories. The role of the apprentice is to receive guidance or 

tutelage under the striver/scholar so that he may emulate his behavior: whether for comic 

effect, as in Doctor Faustus, or as an intellectual counterpoint, as in Faust. In The Master 

and Margarita, when communication between the striver and the apprentice fails, the 

imparted knowledge becomes warped yet remains ongoing. In a direct criticism of the 

Gospel texts, Bulgakov implies that while immortality may be given, it can also be 

misinterpreted, lending immortality to surface aspects while neglecting the deeper 

meanings. Similarly, when Ivan Homeless, in the “Epilogue”, dreams of the events that 

happened during the novel, one gets a sense that whatever knowledge the Master may 

have imparted on him is as lost as Yeshua’s lessons to Matthew Levi. The importance of 

the text, however, is established here, and what Pilate’s thoughts on immortality 

ultimately deal with is the immortality of Art: both texts present in the novel, Levi’s  

parchment and the Master’s manuscript, are acts of creation, whether erroneous or 
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historically accurate, that endure beyond the lives and ideas of their creators and 

characters. 

Mephistopheles: Devil in the Details?

However many relevant themes the Pilate story may develop, it is in the Moscow 

story that the allusions to Goethe’s Faust are made overt to the reader. The most obvious 

are the correlation of Woland to Mephistopheles, the show at the Variety theatre to the 

masque and paper money incidents in Act 1, Part II, and Satan’s Ball to Walpurgis Night. 

While the last two relate back to events from Goethe’s play, the allusiveness of Woland 

goes beyond superficial reference and invites the comparison between characters and the 

reader’s expectations regarding the roles of certain characters. Bulgakov must have been 

fully aware of this fact, as the eventual incongruity between the allusion and the source 

prompts the reader to “pose questions of the following type: to what extent is this 

character like that character, or is this scene like that scene, or is this speech like that 

speech?” (Barratt 270). While these questions serve to deepen and expand the meaning of 

Bulgakov’s own work, his appropriation elucidates important aspects of the Faust legend. 

Bulgakov’s inversions and constant shifts that undermine easy conclusions provide a 

deeper understanding of the Faust myth itself: as the roles in the Faust paradigm change 

and destabilize, Bulgakov makes the reader aware that a Faustian story, at its core, may 

not be about a deal with the devil but will always be about Man’s striving and the 

consequences of our ambition and the actions we take to fulfill it. 
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Aware of Woland’s purpose as a reworking of Mephistopheles, we can trace a 

logical escalation of redefinition that started with Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus and finds 

fulfillment in Bulgakov’s novel. Since the Faustbook, Mephistopheles has been presented 

as subservient to a higher authority, with the legend establishing him as part of the many 

demons under Satan. In service of his master’s cause, he performs the role of a tempter 

and deceiver that foils Faust’s quest, as well as the enabler that provides a way for Faust 

to strive. In the original legend, the latter is highlighted so that the former may be 

performed and Faust may be damned. In Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, as previously 

discussed, Mephistopheles temporarily escapes his role as tempter to warn Faustus of the 

terrors of hell and implores: “O Faustus, leave these frivolous demands, / Which strike a 

terror to my fainting soul” (I. iii. 83-84). This instance of honesty, precipitated by a 

reminder of his personal suffering, is the first indication that Mephistopheles’ role is only 

tied to evil on the surface. When he attempts to spare Faustus his own fate, 

Mephistopheles reveals how salvation may be provided to Faustus; yet, since Marlowe’s 

Doctor Faustus continues the legend’s pessimistic view of striving, salvation must come 

by preventing action as opposed to encouraging it. Ruled by the higher satanic authority 

in the story, Mephistopheles attempts, however briefly, to use words to convey what his 

actions cannot because of his role. Once the bargain has been struck, Mephistopheles 

realigns to his role as tempter, but the moment of honesty has a relevant implication that 

Goethe continues to shift in his own re-telling of the Faust myth.

In Goethe’s Faust, the authority that reigns over Mephistopheles is God himself. 

In the “Prologue in Heaven,” Goethe draws the allusion between Mephistopheles and 
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Satan from the story of Job as God’s adversary and the eventual tempter of Faust. Yet, 

Mephistopheles’ subservience to a higher, divine power means that he will serve the 

purpose of an enabler because he will “play the deuce, to stir, to entice” Faust to action, 

which leads Faust to salvation (Faust 343). Goethe, with a more optimistic outlook 

regarding Man’s quest to strive, has Mephistopheles fulfill what Marlowe originally 

implied: he will perform good while attempting evil. Yet, as a spirit of negation, 

Mephistopheles believes himself to be serving the role of tempter, regardless of God’s 

ultimate plan. This is, as reflected in Mephistopheles’ negative language and lies, an 

inversion of Marlowe’s previous development which creates an important schism in the 

character: he acts to fulfill the authority’s purpose while speaking as if he were doing the 

opposite. His deeds now betray his words, but, since action is perceived as the route to 

salvation, the actions are what enable Faust’s striving to reach Goethe’s conclusion. 

Marlowe’s original shift is reversed in Goethe’s play, but serves as an important 

development that allows Bulgakov to finally undermine the perceived role of the devil. 

The epigraph from Goethe’s Faust, at first, indicates to the reader the interplay 

between Bulgakov’s Woland and the Mephistopheles role that one should consider. More 

importantly, the epigraph reminds the reader that the allusion will serve as a starting point 

for interpretation as opposed to a final answer; this is why the allusion serves the reader 

so well in recognizing Woland, but not in explaining him and his presence “in a story 

which is decidedly ‘un-Faustian’ in shape” (Barratt 272). With the relationship 

established, however, the reader can tease out Woland’s attunement to the roles of 

Mephistopheles, as tempter and enabler. 
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First, Woland is a tempter to some degree: during the show at the Variety, he 

wishes to answer a “question of much … importance: have the city folk changed 

inwardly?” (123); to answer the question, Woland’s retinue rains down money on the 

crowd, and Woland responds to the excitement:

They’re people like any other people… They love money, but that has always 
been so…Mankind loves money, whatever it is made of—leather, paper, bronze, 
gold. Well, they’re light minded … well, what of it…mercy sometimes knocks at 
their hearts…ordinary people…In general, reminiscent of the former ones… (126)

Woland provides temptation, but temptation acts as more demonstrative than causal, 

meaning that the indulgence in temptation is more indicative of the people’s weakness 

than Woland’s desire to lead them to damnation. This means that Woland simply provides 

one the possibility to degrade oneself, in the same manner that, later, he enables the 

possibility of elevating oneself. The scene in the Variety serves to contrast the existing 

social climate that will clash with the Master as striver and allows Woland to embody his 

expected role as entertainer and tempter, albeit for different purposes.

These different purposes have to do with Woland’s subservience: while he 

exercises power over reality and his own retinue, there remains an authority from above 

that limits him and, occasionally, guides his actions. An example occurs when Margarita 

wishes Frieda to be released after Satan’s Ball, to which Woland responds:

‘The thing is, dear Queen, that a little confusion has taken place here. Each 
department must look after its own affairs. I don’t deny our possibilities are rather 
great…But, there is simply no sense in doing what ought to be done by another—
as I just put it—department…’ (283)

The word ‘department’ immediately brings the image of bureaucracy to mind, and the 

implication of hierarchy and authority become entwined with our perception of Woland’s 
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power. Even though Woland indicates that the “possibilities,” or rather his supernatural 

abilities, may be up to the task, it is not his place to exercise these abilities. Woland is 

limited because he belongs to a structure where authority is handed down to him, similar 

to Pilate’s own authority. The parallel, superficially appealing, indicates a deeper 

thematic purpose to be discussed further on.

A second example of Woland’s subservience occurs near the end of the novel, 

when Matthew Levi appears in order to determine the Master and Margarita’s fate. 

Arriving, he informs Woland:

‘He sent me.’
‘What did he tell you to say, slave?’
‘I’m not a slave,’ Matthew Levi replied …
‘You and I speak different languages, as usual,’ responded Woland …
‘He has read the Master’s work,’ said Matthew Levi, ‘and asks you to take the 
master with you and reward him with peace. Is that hard for you to do, spirit of 
evil?’
‘Nothing is hard for me to do,’ answered Woland … ‘Tell him it will be done…’ 
(360-361)

Woland’s word choice is important, as the reference to Matthew’s enslavement is a 

derogatory way of reminding him of his subservience. Woland may even view himself as 

enslaved, since he acknowledges his role as a fulfiller of higher authority, the same one 

under which Matthew Levi functions. Woland’s double nature in the novel, as disrupting 

worldly authority while still remaining subservient to a divine authority, emphasizes the 

paradoxical opposition that his role entails. This role, first expressed in Mephistopheles’ 

line as being “Part of that force which would / Do ever evil, and does ever good” (Faust 

1335-1336), is consistent but not static: Bulgakov has finished a purposeful inversion of 
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the devil’s role in the Faust tradition that, when understood, allows Woland to exist as 

Mephistophelean as much for his contrast as for the similarity.

The inversion of the Mephistopheles role can now inform our understanding of 

the core of the Faust myth. Woland’s connection to Mephistopheles is insisted on by the 

novel; what Mephistopheles’ role entails, however, is what Bulgakov chooses to 

reinterpret. This is not a wholly unprecedented occurrence: it is a reversal that was, to 

whatever small degree, present or at least possible in the works of Marlowe and Goethe. 

Understanding the inversion is pivotal to understanding The Master and Margarita as not 

simply a ‘Faustian parody’, but an appropriation that, in service of a deeper meaning, 

disrupts surface conceptions to establish and solidify deeper truths. Thus, Woland is a 

devil that performs good, willingly: he is the full transformation of the demonic tempter 

into the divine facilitator that Goethe revealed Mephistopheles could be. Self-awareness 

of his true role is Woland’s unique feature and allows Bulgakov to further his application 

of the Faustian paradigm. With a Mephistopheles who is purely an enabler, who 

undermines the authority and setting that would be an obstacle to Man’s striving, the 

Moscow narrative can finally introduce the striver. However, the Master will prove to be 

as interesting a reconstruction as Mephistopheles: just as Pilate, as an agent of the state, 

failed himself, the Master becomes a Faustian figure that has failed his purpose by virtue 

of the setting he could not overcome.
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The Master: Faust as Failure

Introduced in Chapter 13, the Master’s presence in the novel is minimal compared 

to the other protagonists. As the artist suppressed by the literary establishment and the 

Soviet state, however, he remains a pivotal figure whose role is more complex than the 

reader at first perceives. With the Master representing the repressed artist, “the reader’s 

first impulse is to see in him a Christ-like victim, the Moscow equivalent of Yeshua … 

[so] that the Master’s metaphorical death at the hands of the literary establishment 

parallels the actual crucifixion of Yeshua” (Weeks 38). Further comparison to Yeshua is 

possible because of the role the Master plays in Chapter 13: he embodies the role of the 

striver to Ivan Homeless’ apprentice, who listens to the Master’s story of harassment and 

is the only character to have access to the Pilate narrative more than once. Placing the 

Master in this role of striver, however, becomes problematic because of his inertia. 

Finding himself in the same hospital as Ivan Homeless, the Master roams the balcony 

freely in order to meet Ivan:

‘If you can get out on to the balcony, you can escape. Or is it high up?’ Ivan was 
interested.
‘No,’ the guest replied firmly, ‘I cannot escape from here, not because it’s high up, 
but because I have nowhere to escape to.’ (133)

The Master, as a figure of Faustian striving, cannot adequately fulfill the parallel with 

Yeshua because the Master submitted in the face of adversity and gave up. As Laura 

Weeks states, the Master “is, then, at best, an imperfect victim … [as] after his first 

encounter with the world at large, he quickly renounces any further striving, preferring 

the safety of the psychiatric clinic” (Weeks 39).
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The Master’s inhabitation of the role of striver is incomplete, at best: the reader is 

informed that the Master was previously a striver, until he faced down authority in the 

form of “editors, fellow artists, critics—in a word, the whole corrupt artistic-political 

world” (Delaney 94). His text, the Pilate narrative, is completed but never published 

because of the literary establishment’s opposition to it. Bulgakov makes it very clear that 

the attacks on the Master’s work have little to do with the merit of the work itself, as the 

Master comments that:

‘Some rare falsity and insecurity could be sensed literally in every line of these 
articles, despite their threatening and confident tone. I had the feeling, and I 
couldn’t get rid of it, that the authors of these articles were not saying what they 
wanted to say, and that their rage sprang precisely from that …’ (145)

The implication of the agents of the state’s personal impotence when confronting the 

requests of the state parallels Pilate’s dilemma in the Jerusalem narrative. Yet, here, 

confronted by the agents of authority, the Master fails to uphold the value of his art and 

destroys the manuscript he had written: 

I struggled with [the act, but] the novel, though stubbornly resisting, was 
nevertheless perishing. Familiar words flashed before me … they would only 
vanish when the paper turned black, and I finished them off with the poker. (146)

The import of the destruction of the Master’s manuscript must be stressed: the 

manuscript is what provides a venue for the Master’s artistic ambitions and, hence, allows 

him to personify the role of striver. The reader is made fully aware of this fact when 

Matthew Levi imparts instructions to Woland regarding the Master’s fate, stating that: 

‘[Yeshua] has read the master’s work,’ said Matthew Levi, ‘and asks you to take the 

master with you and reward him with peace’ (360). The implication is that the Master’s 

fate is determined by his relationship to his text: by his fulfillment of his art as an artist, 
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by the act of striving within his abilities. In the end, the fact that the encroaching Soviet 

authority bears down unfairly on the Master does not excuse his failure to continue 

striving or provide his salvation: 

[Although] he is to a large extent more sinned against than sinning [, the Master’s] 
predicament in the philistine world of Moscow literary politics … has no direct 
bearing on his ‘reward’. There is nothing to suggest the working of any 
‘compensatory’ ethic. (Barratt 291) 

As Matthew Levi’s message demonstrates, Bulgakov’s novel is still operating within a 

Faustian paradigm so that cowardice and the failure to uphold his role mean the Master 

cannot save himself; salvation is provided by merit of the art his striving has already 

produced, by his achievement in writing his novel that captured the truth.

The reason the Master’s text allows his and Margarita’s passage into ‘peace’ in the 

end relates back to Pilate’s thoughts on immortality. In the context of the Jerusalem story, 

immortality is presented as negative, with the subtextual implication that the Gospels 

misrepresent Yeshua’s message and the overt dread that Pilate feels anytime he thinks of 

his own inescapable ‘immortality’. Immortality in the Moscow narrative, however, 

becomes a positive force; as the Master is brought to Margarita by Woland, Woland 

enquires about the Master’s manuscript:

‘It’s stupendous! Couldn’t you have found some other subject? Let me see it.’ 
Woland held out his hand, palm up.
‘Unfortunately, I cannot do that,’ replied the master, ‘because I burned it in the 
stove.’
‘Forgive me, but I don’t believe you,’ Woland replied, ‘that cannot be: 
manuscripts don’t burn.’ He turned to Behemoth and said, ‘Come on, Behemoth, 
let’s have the novel.’
The cat instantly jumped off the chair, and everyone saw that he had been sitting 
on a thick stack of manuscripts. With a bow, the cat gave the top copy to Woland. 
Margarita trembled and cried out, again shaken to the point of tears:
‘It’s here, the manuscript! It’s here!’ (286-287)
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Through Woland’s supernatural ability, Bulgakov concretizes his most important themes: 

the immortality of Art and its ultimate triumph over the impediments of our setting. In 

this moment, Woland inhabits his role as enabler in order to return the striver to his due 

course, to his pursuit of Art. 

At this point in the story, the Faust paradigm has been shifted once again: the 

Faust figure that had become a failed striver is given a new opportunity by merit of the 

art he produced and its immortality. The enabler, Woland, provides the means to restore 

the paradigm and allow the Master to strive once more. Yet, the enabler was not requested 

by the striver himself, as is usual of the Faust myth. The Master’s return to the proper 

course of action was provided by another role in the paradigm, that of the lover, 

Margarita.

Margarita: Female or Faust?

Margarita, the character who dominates Book II, recalls Gretchen from Goethe’s 

Faust, the name Gretchen being a diminutive form of Margarete. First introduced as the 

Master’s nameless lover, she becomes the central focus of the narrative when Azazello, a 

member of Woland’s retinue, approaches Margarita with a curious offer to host a ball, to 

which she responds:

‘If I understand you rightly, you’re hinting that I may find out about [the Master] 
there?’
Azazello silently nodded.
‘I’ll go!’ Margarita exclaimed with force and seized Azazello by the hand. ‘I’ll go 
wherever you like!’
… 
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‘I know what I’m getting into. But I’m getting into it on account of him, because I 
have no more hope for anything in this world. But I want to tell you that if you are 
going to ruin me, you’ll be ashamed! Yes, ashamed! I’m perishing on account of 
love!’ (226-228)

Margarita manages to place herself in two roles at once: she is the lover who will provide 

the guiding light of love for the Master; yet, in her pursuit to find the Master, she has 

entered an informal pact with the enabler (Woland’s retinue) that will allow her to 

transcend the limitations of her setting to find him. Margarita functions not only as lover, 

but, initially, as a striver as well. 

However, in embodying both roles, Margarita herself clashes very distinctly with 

both the Gretchen and the Faust figure that personify these roles in Goethe’s Faust. 

Margarita is never seduced into loving the Master and her active pursuit and reckless 

courage starkly contrast with Gretchen’s innocence and quiet virtue. Comparing her to 

Faust, states Andrew Barratt, proves equally problematic:

Where Goethe’s hero had wagered his soul in return for the new experiences that 
Mephistopheles promised him, Margarita is prepared to expose herself to danger 
only because she wants the Master returned to her. This is the act of a desperate 
and remorseful woman; there is nothing ‘Faustian’ in it at all. (Barratt 275)

The last statement is a little misguided: relating to Goethe’s Faust, Margarita does stand 

in irreconcilable contrast; relating to the Faust myth, reduced to the paradigm introduced 

earlier, there remains incongruity but not full opposition between Faust and Margarita. 

This distinction indicates an interesting development in Goethe’s Faust that Bulgakov 

ascertains and applies to The Master and Margarita, substantially altering the 

relationship between striver and lover in his text.
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The major conflict of Margarita in the role of striver relates back to Goethe and 

“the distinction between the masculine and the feminine principles” (Barratt 276) he 

established. The Eternal Feminine in Faust served as a further guide to Faust, elevating 

him, while Mephistopheles pushed him forward. The masculine drive within Faust 

connects to human ambition, establishing an interesting relationship between the two 

natures: in Goethe’s Faust, feminine figures serve as further instigation to strive instead 

of distractions or impediments to it, as in Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus. Since Bulgakov 

takes his references and cues mostly from Goethe’s Faust, he makes sure that this is the 

end result; however, “the all-important dynamic element in the operation of the novel’s 

allusive machinery” (Barratt 277), allows Margarita to temporarily assume the role of 

striver in order to settle the paradigm back into its proper arrangement. More than by 

merit of her name, this is why:

The ultimate destiny of Bulgakov’s heroine still demands to be measured against 
the example of Gretchen. This is because in the end Margarita, just like Gretchen 
before her, is enabled, through the power of her love, to secure the rescue of her 
erstwhile lover. (Barratt 276)

Margarita, while temporarily assuming the role of striver, returns to the role of lover to 

represent Goethe’s Eternal Feminine once more, as guide and object of striving that 

allows the Master to overcome his past failure. 

The reunion of the Master and Margarita endows the Master with purpose once 

again. This is due both to Margarita’s struggle serving as demonstrative to the Master and 

to her presence as parallel to the manuscript’s motivating inspiration:

She is the very embodiment of love that will stop at nothing –that will go through 
hell for the beloved. In this case the beloved is an artist, and in some miraculous 
way she is his art … The novel is destroyed just when she and the Master are 
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forcibly separated, and its restoration coincides with their reunion. Together the 
novel and Margarita effect his resurrection. Thus, art -abetted by courage and 
love- struggles with despair for the soul of this artist, which is embodied in his 
truthful book. (Delaney 97)

The connection between love and Art, between Margarita and the manuscript, was a 

pivotal thematic development that Goethe introduced to the Faust myth. Now, with 

Bulgakov importing the paradigm while still allowing a dynamic transference of roles 

and responsibilities throughout the novel, clear relationships emerge that finally place the 

three main protagonists in the Moscow narrative (Woland, Master, Margarita) within a 

Faustian context.

Conclusions: ‘Peace’, not Light

Even though he has regenerated the Faust figure’s impulse to strive, Woland still 

remains the central figure of Bulgakov’s narrative: the renovation of the Faust paradigm 

creates a previously unexplored situation in the text, where the role of Mephistopheles 

supplants the role of Faust, important as it may be. Considering Bulgakov’s concern with 

setting and authority, the shift towards a focus on Woland makes perfect sense: he allows 

the undermining of authority and setting through magic that makes sure the striver can 

continue to strive by enabling transcendence. Now that he has returned to the Master the 

two elements that inspire his ambition, Woland finalizes his role as enabler by providing 

a unique form of salvation for the Master and Margarita.   

As previously discussed, the Master is provided salvation for what he has 

achieved, not what he has endured. This distinction helps make sense of the ‘peace’ that 

Matthew Levi introduces as the Master’s final fate:
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[Woland] paused and added: ‘But why don’t you take him with you into the 
light?’
‘He does not deserve the light, he deserves peace,’ Levi said in a sorrowful voice. 
(361)

Since the Master is not allowed salvation, represented by the light, Woland must provide 

a setting where ‘peace’ can be maintained. Woland bestows this ‘peace’ by way of an 

eternal refuge, where life continues for the Master and Margarita while the place remains 

outside of the world; it is an idealized realization of the basement apartment described in 

Chapter 13 and revisited in Chapter 24, where the Master originally produced the 

manuscript of the Pontius Pilate narrative. 

Although Margarita insists on the ‘peace’ of the basement apartment, it is rejected 

for its inadequacy; Woland’s similar alternative conveys an important distinction, which 

can be surmised when Woland questions the Master about the apartment:

‘So it’s back to the Arbat basement? And who is going to write? And the dreams, 
the inspiration?’
‘I have no more dreams, or inspiration either,’ replied the master. ‘No one around 
me interests me, except her.’ He again put his hand on Margarita’s head. ‘I’m 
broken, I’m bored, and I want to be in the basement.’
…
[Woland said] ‘And so, the man who wrote the story of Pontius Pilate goes to the 
basement with the intention of settling by the lamp and leading a beggarly 
existence?’ (292)

The Master and Margarita both wish to portray the basement as peaceful and ideal, but 

Woland perceives the ensnaring quality of this setting that would threaten to undo all the 

progress he has enabled. It is due to the fact that:

The peace that they enjoy [in the basement] is a thoroughly unsatisfactory affair. 
A deliberate act of withdrawal from the world, all it can offer is the sort of 
‘unconditional repose’ … against which Goethe repeatedly inveighs in Faust … 
an emptiness which renders new experience, either emotional or intellectual, quite 
impossible. (Barratt 285)
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This ‘peace’ is just a misleading front for the lethargy and paralysis that threatened 

Goethe’s Faust and that damned Marlowe’s Faustus, the anxious comfort that transforms 

striving into despair.

Since the Master has abandoned his urge to strive before, Woland must ensure that 

he provides a setting that can “fan the spark before it is extinguished forever” (Barratt 

302). Woland gives the Master and Margarita what they have earned: the opportunity to 

recapture the pursuit of Art and love in a place that will no longer torment or oppose the 

Master’s small ambitions. Similar to the end of Faust, the continuation of striving 

remains most important. However, contrasting with Goethe’s play, the Master’s final fate 

is not communion with the ideal, ostensibly because of his previous failure. Yet, for the 

Master and Margarita, theirs is a more appealing fate than salvation: since “the ‘peace’ to 

be enjoyed in this ‘little hut’ is a healthy combination of striving and repose … [and] the 

relationship of the hero and the heroine promises a perfect symbiosis,” Woland’s reward 

will continue to enable while still maintaining the stability of what drives the Master in 

the first place (Barratt 288). Their fate is not light, but it is a more fitting end because it is  

not the end, just another beginning, of the Master’s creative potential.

 The Master and Margarita, published posthumously in 1966, is considered:

[S]omething of a watershed marking the transition from Soviet to post-Soviet 
culture. It is at once a link with the great prerevolutionary philosophical tradition 
and the post-Symbolist novel par excellence. (Weeks 6)

Bulgakov’s novel marks another moment of transition: like Goethe’s transformation of 

the Faust myth from moral tale into a symbolic narrative, Bulgakov’s further distancing 

from the source material manages to bring him even closer to the thematic essence of the 
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legend; the difference is that The Master and Margarita achieves this by allusion, 

neglecting the Faust narrative and renovating the Faust paradigm. While every role is 

altered and inverted in ways that almost makes them inapplicable, the thematic core of 

the myth remains: the concern over ambition and striving continue to be explored through 

the relationship between the striver, the enabler and the world. Bulgakov’s novel deals 

with the encroachments and impediments of our world and the authorities that would 

seek to limit our individual ambitions; existing in a world apart from the Faust story, The 

Master and Margarita underlines Bulgakov’s preoccupations with authority, cowardice 

and the creative will by disassembling the Faustian in order to fully convey its essence, 

the urge to strive as defining the individual.
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Conclusion: “I want to burn until there's nothing left to burn”

 The progression from Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, Goethe’s Faust and Bulgakov’s 

The Master and Margarita traces an interesting story about the Faust myth: they each detail 

aspects of its propagation and represent interesting developments in its long history of 

adaptations. Although all three works are distinct, all three share a thematic focus that wishes 

to re-conceive the role of who Faust is in order to better understand what drives Faust. Each 

author attempts to better comprehend the striving displayed in Faust’s story; each author, 

once arrived at this thematic core, obtains a different answer: in Doctor Faustus, Marlowe 

accepts a bleak conclusion by  understanding the danger of striving in an ambiguous world; 

in Faust, Goethe insists on altering and adding roles and elements to better express the 

premise that striving in itself, as a direction of steering oneself through life, leads to the 

means of salvation because it becomes the means of salvation; in The Master and Margarita, 

Bulgakov disassembles the dynamics and roles that define the Faust paradigm to demonstrate 

how striving, without an enabler present to undermine the setting, fails by nature of our 

humanity, not just ambitious folly.

A major change to the Faust myth this thematic emphasis yields concerns the 

relationship between Faust and Mephistopheles. The works discussed all approach the 

Faustian bargain in a distinct way, even omitting it outright in the case of Bulgakov’s novel. 

Its direct absence, however, does not mean Bulgakov’s text abandons the relationship; 

Bulgakov opts out of establishing a formal relationship between his Faust and his 

Mephistopheles, but does not abandon the bonding aspect of the contract/wager. Faust and 

Mephistopheles remain connected because their relationship is what propels a Faust narrative 

forward; their assumed roles shift and alter in each work. The interesting thing is that, over 
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these three works, Mephistopheles becomes less an agent of evil than an agent of subversion. 

It is not necessary for him to antagonize, tempt or even serve Faust; he must simply enable 

Faust to fulfill his yearning. Yet, this alteration in the relationship is not achieved by 

complicating the roles of Faust and Mephistopheles, adding or shifting their personalities. 

Instead, Goethe and Bulgakov simplify before they expand: they reduce the relationship of 

the Faustian bargain to the basics until it comes as close to the theme of striving as it can be. 

As such, we discover the paradigm only necessitates two things from their relationship: that 

one strive and one enable.

Considering this altered aspect of the myth, contemplating where the concept of 

striving could proceed poses interesting questions: if it remains a relevant concern, what 

more could be done with striving in terms of the Faust story?  Interesting possibilities might 

be the development of an Anti-Faust story or of a Mephistopheles-Faust story. Creating an 

Anti-Faust would not change the nature of Faust’s striving: the yearning ambition that grants 

the character definition should always remain. What changes would be that, rather than 

desiring knowledge or reaching for an ideal, this Faust desires weakness, ignorance or a 

realization of his baser desires. Yet, he would not covet this individually: the Anti-Faust 

would desire this state for all mankind and bring us all down with him.  Whether it would be 

possible to create a narrative around this concept is dubious; that this concept might yield a 

new perception of what it means to strive is undeniable.

A Mephistopheles-Faust story is more tenable and a more logical extension of 

Bulgakov’s developments. Since Bulgakov establishes a Faustian paradigm that only requires 

a striver and enabler to create a Faustian dynamic, switching Mephistopheles to the position 

of striver and Faust as enabler could yield some interesting expansions: what could Man 
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provide the devil that might be beyond his means? How would the elements of servitude 

function? The question of the Faust story’s continued relevance could be answered with 

either of these possibilities; more importantly, the question of the Faustian core’s relevance 

remains immaterial, as our concern and curiosity surrounding the undeniable urge to strive 

will be continuously re-evoked by authors willing to re-contextualize the Faustian bargain.

Centuries after its first appearance, the Faust myth continues to recur in the world of 

literature: “Between 1900 and 1965 alone, Faust appeared as the subtext for more than two 

hundred literary creations” (Werres 3). The darker desire proposed by the original Faust tales 

now shares fulfillment with the more promethean ambitions that Goethe and others have 

evoked; yet, regardless of its nature, Faust’s striving remains a powerful, defining force that 

must be confronted in order to prevent its more tragic burdens. As Oswald Spengler’s 

conception of Faustian argues, the desire is inescapable and unmoving: ambition and striving 

will always press themselves upon the mind of Western Man. The three works discussed in 

this thesis represent three distinct attempts at reconciling the desire of Faust with his world 

and his fate. The Faust myth will continue to be evoked and reworked in this way, 

maintaining its legacy of our need to re-contextualize it:

For all the diverse artistic representations of the Faustian, for all the morphing faces 
of Faust … the more the Faust myth changes, the more it endures. It is our myth, and 
we must go on confronting it. (Werres 18)
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